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University of Cape Town 
Abstract 
WAGING PEACE IN SACRED SPACE 
A Comparative Study of Catholic Peacebuilding 
in South Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique, 1963-2003 
Charles Thomas Straw;s 
(STRCI L\(12) 
Supen'ised by: Professor Christopher C. Saunders 
Department of Historical Studies 
"\\'aging Peace in Sacred Space" ultimately begs the question: "\\11at docs it mean to be a 
Catholic lJIili!all!/orpcLiL'c;:''' The dissertation tackles this question systematically: in three carefully 
researched case studies, the \vays in which Catholic actors ha\'e waged peace in spaces of conflict 
and war \\'ill be explored, The three case studies include: the pastoral ministry of two township 
priests in Cape Town, the i!wokement of the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in 
Zimbal)\\T on a report detailing atrocities committed in l\Iatabclcland b\' the Z,\PU goyernment 
and the role of the COlllllll/Ili1" eli Ji/II! 'I igielio in brokering peace in l\Iozambique's Ci\'il \\'ar. The 
narratiH's place special focus on the yarious mit.!' the peacemakce; pla\'cd as well as the Jki/!,' they 
demonstratecl Following John XXIII's Pi/(('lll in Tcn?,,' from beginning to end, the case studies 
aLo enrich a fortY-\Tar old Papal Encyclical with practical examples of how it has been translated 
into action on the ground .. \nd finally, by paying special attention to the role of "the holy", "the 
di"ine", "the sacred" in each case stuck, the dissertation explores the significance of !/Jit!~J IllIJeeli 
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".1 say more: the just man justices; 
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces; 
,\cts in God's eve what in God's C\"C he is -
Christ. !'cll' Christ plays in ten thousand places, 
Loycly in limbs, and l(wcly in eyes nor 1m 
To the Father through the feature;; of men\ faces, I 
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Peace on Earth, \vhich human beings of eyery era ha\'e most eagerly yearned 
for, can be firmly established and sustained only if the order laid down by Cod 












On'r the bst sen:ral YC<lrs, an increasing number of scbobrs haye recognized organized religion's 
lcgac~' to society,R. Scott c\ppleby, John Paul Lederach, Paul Gifford, I\Iarc Gopin, Douglas 
Johnston and Cynthia Sampson represent some of the names 011 the grO\ying list of historians, 
connict resolution specialists and practitioners, social scientists and theologians \vho have turned 
their attention to the role of religion in modern society, particularh' in regards to national and 
IIlternational conniels. i On one hand, they point to religioush' moti\'ated cont1icts and acts of 
extremist violence or terror around the \vorld. They name I Iizbullah, the ~\merican Christian 
Patriot movement and Osama bin Laden .. \nd on the other hand, tbey identify indi"iduals and 
organizations that lla\'e dr:l\vn from their respecti\'e religious faith traditions to make peace. 
These names II1clude: I\Iol1andas Chandi, '\lar611 Luther King, Jr., Pope John XXIII. Pope Paul 
II. the Dalai Luna, Bishop Desmond Tutu, "'bdu\ Chaffar Khan, I\Iaha Cosanaanda of 
Cambodia. and many others. \\'hat these groups of religious actors have in common is their 
perception of their work as /,hn:d dill) and the JJ/ilil"f!~l' with which they perform their sacred dut,·. 
N e'Trtllciess, the chasm that separates the (\,'0 groups IS ,-ast. For the religious the 
appropriate resolution to contlict is an end to '"lolel1c<:: reconciliation is the ultimate goal. By 
contrast, religious (,y/rem;"! .. consider \"ictory o\Tr the enemy to be the only resolution and engage 
in ~nolcnC(\ and often extreme VIOlence, if necessary.4 
; Sec R. Scott\pplcb,": [Carnegie CommiSSIon on Prc,"cnting Deadly C:ontlict, Carnegie Corporation of 
:\:ew York], The .~l!llbil'''/eJ!(i· oj lilt' J",red (:\:ew York: R()\\"man and I,itrlctield, 21I1 iO); "Catholic 
peacelmilding," .·II/Jeri,·,1 1 no, 6 (8 September "Religion as an . \gent of Conflict TransformatIon 
and Peaccbuilding," in Tlirblllmi Pec1(': "fbI' oj IlItenm/iOlla! cd:;" Chesrer c\. 
Crocker, Fen O,kr I lampson, and Pamela .\0111, R21-o.j.() (\X"ashington, D,C: Cnited Statc,; Institute of 
Peace Press. 211()I). Paul Gifford, cd, IStudies of Relif:,rlon in .\frica, Supplements to the Journal of Religioll 
in .\friCl edited b,' "\drian Ha,tings (I,ceds) and .\farc R, Spmdkr (Leiden)l. The (/I,i.'!i,1I1 CI'lln/Je ... alld fbI' 
Dt'tJlOJLlli..-,lIitJII oj' (Leiden: 1":,.1, Brill, 1 '.bre Copin, Rdli'fOI Ldell aNd T/le hllun: o( 
JriJl/d r 'in/I'll,"" tlml ('\ C\V York: Oxford L niycrsity Press, 2(100); J ohnstOll and 
(\"nrlll<l Sampson [Center for Stratcgic and IntCtt1<ltlOnal SrudlCS], Rel<~itlll. the /)i!1l(lu/tll1 Of 
(Oxford: Oxford Cni\'ersiry Press, I ()().+); John Paul I,cderach, Petite: JII.'"I"/lid/;k iZ"(YIII,i/i"rioll ill 
Uil'id"d So,iflie .. ' (\'\'ashington, D,C.: C' nired Stares lmtiture of Peace Press, 1 ()(r). 











\\'hile there is an increasing number of scholars and institutions that recognize organized religion 
as a major factor in contemporary conflicts,S careful analysIs of the nature of religion's role in 
conflict situations and the ways in \vhich religion has played an equally important function in 
peacemaking in these same conflicts is still inac!(xluate, It is to this limited though burgeoning 
bod\' of scholarship that this dissertation contributes. StruCTUred around three conflict zones in 
southern ' \frica, this dissertation will explore the role of organized religion, specifically the 
Roman Catholic religion, m building peace in spaces of contlict. 
Cltimately, this research is a response to R, Scott .\pplebY's monumental, The. l/1l'/llI"t/t,eme o/fhe 
and J\ppleby's more 
reccnt \uiting on similar themes, mtroduces the notion of a religious "warrior" or "militant for 
peace." ,\ppleby mes the terms mililalll and \'ery specifically to diwnguish the notion 
from religious extremIsm. .\ccording to ;\ppleby's definition from the DidiotlalT, 
"militancy" inn)kes an engagement in \';arfare or a social organization "in \vhich efficienc\' in 
war is the priman' object aimed at." "\pplcby concedes that "it ma\' seem counterintuitive to 
describc the peacemaker as one cngaged in \\'arfare;" hO\\'('\'c1:, he abo contends that it IS, in fact, 
a common theme 1n religious history. ,\ppleby obselTes that where the religious ex/rem;.!'! IS 
passionate about \'ictory at am' cost, the rdif.>;ious militLlII/jorpeac'e, "attempts at cost to an)id 
ph~'sical \'lolence; employs it only sparingly, in selfdefense, and as a maHer of last resort, and 
rnost important, sees and seeks reconciliation \'lith the opponent as an integral part of the act of 
resistatlce."- Thus .\pplcby concludes that neither religion nor religious militancy represent the 
source of deadly contlicr; rather, the problem is extremism. This di,sertation, which focuses on 
three case studies of will rrm'ide supporting C\'idence to ,\ppleby's claim. 
. \rchbishop Desmond 'Tutu further illustrates a character sketch of a 1lI iii It! t! i I iJr 
,\ny person of faith has no rcal option. r n the face of injus tice and oppres~ion it is to 
disobc\' God nor to stand up in opposition to that injustice and oppression. 1\11;; 
violation of the rights of God's stand-in cries out to be condemned and to be redressed, 
and all peopk of good \'lill must willy-nill~' be engaged in upholding and preserving those 
rights as a religious duty. Such a discussion as this one should therefore not be merely 
an academic exerCise in the most pejotati\'e sense. It must be able to galvanize 
participant;; with a zeal to be actin' protestors on the rights of persons. IReligious 
peacemakers exercisel dominion, not in an authoritarian and destructi\T manner, but to 
hold sway as God would hold sway - compassionateh', gently, caringh-, enabling each 
part of creation to come fully into its own and to realize its potential for the good of the 
whole, contributing to the harmony and unity \vhich \\'as God's intention for the whole 
of creation,K 
" For example, see Cnited ::)tates Institute of Pe,lCe, the hroC Institute of InternatIonal Peace Studies at the 
L:niYer,ity of l\'otre D,llne and the Institute for Ju~tice and Reconciliation in Cape Town. 
(, ,\ppleh,', Die c~ll1/bif!i1It!lice o/!f,e Sum!ri. 
Ibid., I (J~ 11 
"Desmond Tutu in rhe preface to \'an det \'\>Tr and \\-me, cds. Rdi..giu/{j'I1/1tJ1CII! 










In addition to support1l1g .\pplcby's claim that nOllyiolcnt religious militancy has existed in 
history, this dissertation \\;ill consider three case studies of indi,'iduals or groups who fit the 
criteria Tutu offers aboye. 'l\vo township pastors in Cape Town, Fr. Peter-John Pearson and Fr. 
Basil ,'an Rensburg, the Carholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbab\ve and the 
CO!llllIlllli!cI tli SeW! 111 l\Iozambicjue offer three opportunities for a deconstruction of 
~ \ppleby's notion of the mili/till/jor as defined In Tutu's criteria. 
hrstly, they are persons or organizations of faith, specifically the Roman Catholic faith and 
consider their dail\- work as peacemakers to be a "religious duty". They represent three Icyeis 
within the Roman Catholic Church: the parish priest operating from a grassroots base, a lay 
commissJOI1 of the Bishops acting on behalf and \\'ith the authority of the hierarchy and an 
international Catholic NGO whose independence and organization allows it to nayigate through 
many leyels of society. By bril1f.,ring together this din.'r~e group of Catholic actors and 
concentrating on the rokr the three Catholic acton; play in their respectiye spaces of contlict, this 
dissertation will highlight Yariolls ways In which the Catholic Church is e(luipped for 
pe:lcebuilding. This approach will also underline some of the key characteristics of a ("a/hoil' 
lJl iii/a II t 
In addition, the three Catholic peacemakers in this study \,"ere each shaped by Pope John XXIII's 
Encyclical, Pdt"CJ?l ill '(em:)' (Peace un Earth), which inspired 111 them "a zeal to be acti\'C protestors 
on the rights of persons." Published in 196.3, P,h!}!!l ill Tel77j established the Church's position on 
peace :J.S the positi\"{' realization of the dignity of the whole human family. 13," contrast with some 
other religious traditions which emphasize conll1ct resolution or transformation, the modern 
Catholic social tradition, as I11troduced in J>"rl.'lJl ill T stresses the positiye content of peace, 
I\1oreoyer, Pt/((,lll ill Tm?f e~selltially reconcei\'cd Catholic political theology in terms of human 
rights b~" redefinmg the notion of "common good" as "the objectin: recognition, respect, 
safeguarding and promotion of the fights of the human person."') Two ,"Cars after the release of 
J>a,L'lll ill Ten?.!" the Second Vatican Council declared that the promotion of human rights was one 
of the \,"ays in \\'hicb the church served the world. Fach chapter of this dissertation will begin 
with a quotation from Pi/i'em ill Feni ... and will illustrate how the Papal EnC\'clical empowered the 
Catholic actors \\"itb the authority and the direcri\Ts to wage peace. Thus PiJt'eI:J1 if! Tmi,' will 
pn)\'jde continuity and momentum to the case studies which follmv. 
'I John XXIII, "Parl'lil il! Terri .. ; Enu·clical of Pope John .:\'XIII on EShlblishing Cninrsall'cace II1 Truth, 











Finally, each case study \vill reyeal the story of a Catholic militant for peace who struggles to 
build the perfect, the sacred, unity which Tutu suggests. "Contributing to the harmony and unity 
which was God's intention for the \vhole of creation," the township pastors, the Catholic 
Commission for Justice and Peace and Sant'Egidio ha\T tough roads ahead of them. The case 
studies will not shy from the obstacles cncoutltcr from others as \\"ell as the ones they create 
for thcmseln~s in constructing their approach to peacebuilding; rather, the three Catholic actors 
will be presented as this author discm'ered them through personal intervie\vs, transcripts of 
inten"iews by others. newspaper articles. secondary source material and tbe literature produced by 
the indinduals and groups themselYes. 
"\'\"aging Peace in Sacred Space" ultimately begs the (illestion: "\\11at does it mean to be a 
Catholic militant for peace?" The dissertation tackles this question systematically: in three 
carefully re,earched case studies, the \vays in which Catholic actors ba\T \\'aged peace in spaces of 
cont1ict and war will be explored. The narratin's will place special focus on the \'arlOlls roles the 
peacemakers played as well as the skills they demonstrated. Following John XXIII's Pc/L"e!ll i1l 
Tfni.' from beginning to end, the case studies will abo enrich a forty-year old Papal Encyclical 
with practical examples of hmv it has been translated into action on the ground. And finally, by 
pa\"ing special attention to the role of "the holy", "the diyine", "the sacred" in each case study, 
this dissertation will explore the significance of things unseen to Catholic approaches to 











.\ny human society, if it is to be well-ordered and producti\T, must lay down as 
a foundation this principle, namely, that e\-ery human being is a person, that is, 
hi, nature is endowed with intelligence and free \yill. Indeed, precisely because 
he is a person he has rights and obligations, t10wing directly and simultaneously 
from his \-ery nature. ,\nd as these rights and obligations are universal and 












"DOING THE ORDINARY THINGS WELL" 
Township Pastors Minister Amidst Violence in South Africa 
"A Space ofWar"lI 
\\llilc mam- commentators on South ,"-Erica's experience of apartheid during the turbulent 1980:; 
and 1990s emphasize the highs and Imv::; of the resistance mm-ement in terms of indi\-idual, 
group or gcwernmental actions and re::;ponses, Da\-id Chidester explams the interaction::; behveen 
the National Party gon'rnment and the various resistance organizations 111 relation to the 
they occupied. In this context, space can be defined as the physical areas inhabited by the 
competing parties and the atmosphere the\' created in these locations as well as the contested 
spaces of dialogue and expression over \Vhich they disagreed. _ \nd according to Chidester's 
account, South ,\fric1 was "a space of \>:ar." Tracing this war from the nation's borders to its 
tm\"llships, Chidester ObSt'1TeS that it was "fought not onh- with arms, but also through the 
deployment of religIOUS symbols." I Ie that the South ,\frican Defence Force drew upon 
religion in their military symbols, and rituab to justify their actions in moral terms_ In the 
border regions during the 197()s, srecifically concerning the S,\DI; campaign against 5\\',\PO 111 
Namibia and against, \ N c: training camps in I:imbabwe and I:ambia, "a symbolism of power and 
place" was reinforced. Employing familiar religious s\'mbok the S.\DF attempted to extinguish 
or at least limit the spaces for opposition and C\'en dialogue at home - spacc,; where thelr 
authority could be (luestioned. While it may sOllnd like an abstracted \vay to wag{~ war, the S.\DI; 
employed tangible methods in dominating this space_ L': 
The "Official S:\DF Border prO\'ides one example of their usc of tangible religious 
symbols: eyoking spiritual notions of '\vill" and "courage" as well as claims of O\>:l1ership of "our 
plains," "our tnountain:-:," "our country," "our Southern land," the song reycab hO\\i the 
I: Da\'id Chidester, SilO/'> ill !ht' Street: ['i(}/eJIce {Illd 
Press, 1(92), S~, 
l'Ibid. 











apartheid goyernment justified its authority 111 spatial terms and with a religious tone. 11 Chidester 
illustrates this point 
The song appropriated the discourse of tbe opposition that was struggling for 
freedom from South 1\frican oppression by taking over the \'ery terms "freedom" and 
"oppression" and cb.-edy im"erting them. South Africa's enemies \vere dehumanised 
and demonised as "dark forces" of "menace," with the Ulla\"Oldable hmt of racial 
classification in the image of the "dark" forces of opposition. finally, the song ccmn:yed 
potent imagery. \Xl1ile the enemy had a hand, the S.\DF had the whole arm, ruthless in 
its crushing strength. In the immediacy of that body symbolism, the official border song 
celebrated the obvious conclusion that soldiers in the S.\OF incarnated the transcendent 
power of the nJthless military arm of the South ,\frican government on the border.l~ 
.\5 the gm'ernment redirected military force from the borders to the increasingly volatile 
t()\nl~hips in the 1980s, this type of rhetoric reappeared. Chidester remarks that the mobilization 
and tleploymcnt of troops to the to\vnslllps "not only represented an escahtion in the amount of 
violent force the go\·ernment was to use in suppressing resistance, but [also] signalled a 
profound reorientation in the South ,\frtcan snnboLism of space."I) By deploying troops to 
locations inside the country, the gm'Crnment waged war on its own people "by violating any 
meaningful distinction between the inside (protected by police force) and an olltside (threatened 
b\' military force) in the Sourh .\frican spatial order."J(, In a \Try compelling chapter entitled 
iii S Olltlt . (199:;), Chidester 
struggles with this theme of contested space: he explores the symbols, myths and rituals used by 
the apartheid gO\'ernmcnt and the S.\Dl: as well as by the religious actors fighting against them 
to secure public spaces, both physically and rhetoricall:\, for themseh"es. 
ThIS chapter \\·ill t':lClIS 011 t()WnSlllp resistance to the goyernment's disruption of space. t\[orc 
specificalk, the chapter takes its cue from Chidester's scholarship b\" exploring hmv il1ciil'idll,t/,' 
working in the townships countered the goycrnment's mampulation of space with their own set 
of religious symbols and rituals. \\hile ,\NC cells, L'DF agitators and other such militant 
organizations rook on the gOY(,'fIlIncnt's attempt to control physical space with underground 
organization and force, the Catholic Church remained well ouited 10 fJ/ler iii! ,tilem,l!iIJe L"O!ulrtldiol! 
1\ .\n excerpt from the "The Official S.\DF Bordt'r Song," as publi,;hed In f'{//[I!l/.l~ 
Dauntless our will to sun i\'e and to prosper 
Ibid ,99, 
I Iere in our Southern land 
j:ree as the winds o'er our plains and our moulltains 
Free from opprt'ssor's haml. 
Dark afe the forces that menace ()ur countn' ~ 
Frontier and amI farm. 
Ours is the courage triumphant to cru,;]l Ihem ~ 
Ruthless in the strength of our arm, 
II Ibid., 8'. 
I) Ibid" lOU WI. 
1(, During 198.'),'\').11110 troops were deploH'd ill ninet\-:;ix townships throughout the COUl1tn'. . \ccordlllg 
to an editorial 111 a prominent black newspaper, it was hard not to t(lrIl1 the "'the impression that thIS parr 











to transform a "space of war" into an ethical space where notions of justice and peace, 
and later healing, could be considered, Simply put, because the South ,\frical1 government waged 
war on its o\VI1 people, two Catholic clerics who feature in this chapter responded by waging 
peace, 
:\[uch has been written on the involvement of the Church as an institution or a structure in the 
wider against apartheid legislation and leadership, This chapter will depart from this 
literature and consider the grassroots and indi"idual efforts of two Catholic priests to carve out 
an ethical space in the townships in \\;bich they lin.'d, IX ,\ccording to Vincent Kolbe, \vell-
knO\n1 former resident of Diotrict () and parishioner of F Ioly Cross Catholic Church, in reference 
to the preyailing sentiment of Catholics from District 6, "H)l!'ll find a log of people sa)'ing, 
officially the Church otinks, buy there were some indi"iduals,"I'! This chapter will take into 
consideration the efforts of individual Catholics \d1O, often in spite of the Catholic hierarchy, 
made their mark in the for peace, \\'hile this approach concentrates on the actions of 
llHJi"iduak the stories which follow are not mc1'<:I\' anecdotal. Rather, the case studies will 
emphasize the "ways 1I1 \V'bich these indiyiduals "exploited" a Catholic theology and infrastructure, 
which was a\'ailable to all Catholics, as \\"ell a" their unique roles as parish priests to wage peace, 
Emboch'ing the characteristics of ,\ppleby's "religious militants of peace" though embracing 'Try 
1- For the: authoritatiyc history of thc Christian churches' struggle apartheid, sec Peter \\'alshe, 
alld the I j/Jera!ioll ,\lo/'aJ/el/! ill SOlill) ,lfii", (~otrc Dame, Indiana, Uniyersiry of ".;otn; 
Dame Press, 19(6), I,'or a "cry informed account of the actions of the South ,\frican Cathohc Bishops 
Conference and the South, \friean Council of Churches. a more recent book written b\' \\'alshc's student at 
the l'ni\'ersity of r\otre Dame is helpful; see Tristan ,\nne Borer, the Stltl': CIl!lrdJe,r tlJ' Po/flim! 
/Idol:" ill SOli!h J 1{rit'l, J 980·/9'll (l' otre \),IIl1C, Indiana: C nin:rsih- of r\otre Dame Press, For more 
general histOlT of the experIence of religious acti\'i,m under apartheid, ,etc John \\', de Gruchy, The Clm",}' 
Jtrt(ggk ill JOllth 2' d (l,ondon: Collins, 1986 I Da\'id Chidester, S/lfJ/.I' ill/he Slree!.l; llo/ena alld 
ill SrJIIlb (Cape Town: Oxford Uni\-ersiIY Press, 1(92); Douglas Johnston, "The Churches and 
_\ partheid in South, \fricl," ill The" \fi.l"il(g f)it1ll!llJifJII fJ/ cd, Douglas Johnston and Cynthia 
Sampson, 1 -20'" (Oxford: Oxford UniH'rsiry Press, 1 ,\bo :iee the foIlO\ving by Charles \'illa-
\'icel1cio: Ciri! Di.lobedielh'c tlml Be),O!lt/: h!!l', re.li.rlalhf alill ill JOft/h IiiiL'c' (Cape TO\vn: David Philip, 
19(0); '1'/'1' 0/ Freedom: Soft/Ii , C. \: l' ni\'CrsitT of California 
Press, 199(,); Trapper! ill "" Ita,1heir!: tI dlUn/Jf,' (Cape Town: Dayid 
Philip, I ()R,», For literature specific to the Catholic Church. sec Stuart Bare, 'The Church l'nder 
,\partheid," in lA, Cllbo/i" UJlm./) ill .\',1/11/1 / ed, J()\' BraIn and Philippe Denis, 151,186 
(Pietermaritzhurg: Cluster Publreation:;, 1 ')99); Brain and Denis Philippe, ed" The CatiJolic Ch/!f'cj; ill 
SOlltbem (Pietermantzllllrg: Cluster Pubhcations, 1 <)()<»; Colin B. Collins and Rosdn R, 
GIlle"pie, "Catholic Education in South ,\Erica: ,'I. History of Compromise ,md Coincidence," JSR ~:l 
(.\Iarch 199--1-): 21--+:; ,\nthol1\' "The Politics of a South .\frican Catholic Student Movement, 1 %U 
198-" [Centre for , \ frical1 Studies, (i))J/III/lIli,,,!iollJ- 20 (1091); Dm'id Rnlll, "The Roman Catholic 
Church and Socio~Pohtical Change In South, \fricl 19-t1)~ L 990:' \,\'ork in progre,s, Department of Politics, 
C ni,'ersity of \X'ale" S\vansea, September 1 ')'>4. 
Ix The author would like to acknmvlcdgc that though rhis chapter focu:;es on the efforts of two priests, the 
minis tn' and acti"ism of religious \VOl11ell was particularly important in townships during the late 19811s, 
\X'here scholarship exists on the South _ \ fnean Catholic Bishops Conference, the Catholic Commission of 
Justice and Peace, the Catholic Youth '\[O\'ement ,1tld Imli"idual Catholic priests, the experience of 
Cnholic !lUllS in their sen'ice as activists, nurses, social workers and teachers is an important and 
compelling topic for future research, 











different approaches to peacebuilding, the clerics - both pastors in towIl,hip parishes in the 
19805 and 19905 offer two useful case studies of ways in which the Church, through individual 
actors, engaged 111 apartheid South Africa's spaces of \var. In addition, both men underwent 
formation and were ordained as priests in the post-Yatican II Catholic Church. Observing their 
rownship work in light of Pamlt il1 Tan:,., one IS able to assess how this document from Rome was 
translated into action in areas of contlict. Tim::; this chapter will focus on the specific ways in 
which the (\\'0 individuals took ad';antage of the rituals. theology and infrastmcture of the 
Church for whom they worked to transform spaces of ignorance, inequality and \·iolence. 
"Doing the Ordinary Things Well" 
P""cm ill Terti,. begins by establishing the fundamental principle that e"ery person IS a human 
being possessing a nature that is endowed with intelligence and free will. As a result of this 
principle, e\-ery human being has and obligations that arc uni'Tr"al and inviolable. 2i1 
J'\eedle~s to say. South ,\frica's system of apartheid did not retleet the human rights principles of 
Pel/WI ill '/~m:(; the Catholic Church in South c\frica. howeyer, did. Through an educational 
system that historically rebelled against the injustices of the Bantu Education Act,21 pastoral 
letters by the nation's bishops which articulated the Church's social teaching on race relations and 
human rights,22 special reports on police conduct during township protests and the injustices of 
the forced remm-als,2' and the compassionate and actl\T ministry of lay and religious Catholics, 
the Church embraced the c1irectin:s of P"celll ill Tmi.,. This chapter will explore the ways in 
which (\,'0 priests, Fr. Peter-John Pearson of Bonteheuwel and Fr. Basil ,'an Rensburg of 
GuguklU, translated the document's language about human di~!/!j) and human into real 
engagement with spaces of war. 1\101'eo\'er, it will shmv that b\' "doing the ordinary things well" 
that is, following theil' job descriptions as Catholic priests the t\\·o men effectively opened up 
religIOUS, phy;;ical and ethical space;.; where P,hY:11I ill Tem/s directiyes regarding the human person 
had a chance of being fulfilled. The intent of this chapter is not to pro\'e that Pearson and \-an 
Rensburg dramatically altered the course of his ton' through their ministries; rather, it IS to 
211 John "P,h)J!Jl ill " Number 9. 
:I Sec Colin B. Collins and Rosyln R. Gillespie, "Catholic Educatioll in South ,Urica: ,\ History of 
Compromise and Coincidence," }SI{ 7: 1 (.\larch 1 21-..f~. 
For ex,l!nplc~, see: "Statement Oil Race Relations" "Statement Oil :\parthCld" (1 "Social 
.Im'rice ,1m! Race Relations \\'ithin the Church" (I "Pastoral Letter of the S.'.CBC 011 Chnstian Hope 
in the Current Crisis" (1 in South .\frlcan Catholic BIshops Conference, Tile BI~,;'(jPJ yols. 1 - 5 
(Pretoria: S. \CBC, 1 ()9-1). 
2; South ,\frican Catholic Bishops Conference, R''/Jo/1 (}Il po/i,)J ((Illdlle'! d!ftil{~ tOJl'IlJhip Al(glt.lt 
.\'(II't'llI/Jer. 198+ (London: S.'.CBC and Catholic Institute for International Relations, I ()8-1) and South 
,\fric:l11 Council of Churches and South .\frican Catholic BIshop, Conference, Rf/l](utioIU: the C/Jllr,h:, report 











explore the possibilities open to a Catholic priest to take adnlltage of his special role, authority 
and set of directiYes and inyite peace into spaces that had known only ,~iolel1ce. 
FATHER PETER-JOHN PEARSON 
Bonteheuwel, 1989 
BontehemH'1 is a coloured to\vnship siruatecl along the l\fodderdam Road turn-off on the 
which leads to Cape Town's northern suburbs. Built in the early 196Us, it was one of the first 
areas to be settled hi' members of the coloured communin' \.;ho \';ere forcibly removed from 
, ..
their homes in District Six, Claremont and Newland:;. Due to extn:,mch' poor liying conditions 
and public works, oyercrO\vding and escalating political acti.;ism, Bontcheuwd by the mid 1980" 
"had become synonymous with leftisr actiyism, unrest and high crime."24 Needless to say, the 
yolatile atmosphere of BOl1tehcllwd proH)ked an increasll1gly violent response from the 
apartheid gm·ernment. 
'I'azir r !em'\', in his careful study of Bonteheuwel, remarks thar from 1985, the state via the Joint 
l\Ianagement Councils and its securin' forces "employed a dual strateg\' in its effort to maintain 
'law and order' in Bonteheuwe! which was c1earh' Identified as the main ci\'jJ unrest area at the 
time."c'i Their first strategy to pacify the BOl1tcheuwe! residents il11;oh-ed upgrading the area: 
ho\\'Cycr, after three City Council construction \'Chicles werc burnt out petrol bombs, the J .\[C 
focused its efforts on "cracking down hea,·ily on people and groups of people they believed were 
responsible for underrnining law and ordcr."2c 
The security forces thus turned their attention to the HOl1tehcm'Ti Intcr~School Congress 
(BISCO) and its more militant offshoot - the BOl1teheuwcl .\Iilitary Wing (B.\I\\). J\ccording to 
one BISCO member intenriewed by I renry, "\w \\"tTe a group of angry students who fclt we 
\\'Cre going to die, so we decided to protect oursekes.'" r\ member of BM\\' used similar notions 
of selfdefel1ce in identifying his organization':; go;ds: 
"It I[he 13l\I\\'1 would defend the school and community from the actions of the police 
by creating di\'ersions at school when it became clear that the police would use force to 
break up peaceful meetings and programmes being run at the schools. B.\f\V would co-
ordinate all militant and non-yiolent actions at the school during the clay and would 
spearhead similar actiyities on the streets after school hOllrs."2-
cl Yazir Henry, "Bonteheuwd a liying testament to resl,t:lIlCe - the Bonteheuwd .\lilitan· "ring horn in the 
eye of the storm." \X'ork in progrc~s; f()l 5>11IJ, I ')CJ9. 
Ibid., -I-. 
Ibid. 











Thus the position of the school in Bonteheuwel proyided a space \vhere resistance campaigns 
and actions were organised and a source of energ\' and momentum to tho~e im'oh-ed, 
Other inren'iews in Henry's reyeal that though 151\1\,' was not formally controlled by lTDF, 
it \Ya~ discussed at CDI' meetings and endorsed, albeit unofficially, by the organisation, 
I Iowe,'er, as one LTDF actl\'ist recalled, '''", the L'DF area committee in Bonteheuwel was a Yen' 
hroad coalition including, for example, the churches and other social groupings, It would not 
ha\'e been possible to discuss BI\I\' , matters in such a forum."'=K ,\Ithough L'DF acti"ists 
inten'iewed b\' IIenry suggest that they would not become im'ohTd in militant actiyities, they 
realised. too, that they could not be too far a\\'ay from them as they needed to exert an influence. 
There is e'Tn eyidence that the UDl: played '·a directin: role in 'ordering' some of the incidents 
of public yiolcnce that took place," ,\8 one L'DI' acti\'ist put it, "'if we wanted an effect they 
lB~I\\'l would prmide 11."'2'1 
1t is in this volatile space shared between the gUlTrnment securin' forces, BISCO and B~I\,', 
L'DF. radicalised youth and regular (including many cot1ser\'ati,~e) BonteheU\yel residents, that Fr. 
Peter~John Pearson found himself in the late 1980s. I Ie arrived in Bonteheuwd during a time 
that in retrospect many pcople consider to be the "apex of the struggle." Pearson took o,'cr the 
Catholic parish on a temporary basis in latc 1989 while he was still scn'ing as chaplain to the 
l'nlversity of the \,'cstern Cape: he assumed his permanent role as pastor of St, l\Iatthe\vs, 
Bonteheuwel in 1990. The young priest had expressed interest in to\\'nship \vork and 
social/political justice issues during his seminan' Pearson ::>uf'gests that he was transferred 
to Bontcheuwel because the i\rchbishop bdieH:d that St. (;Iatthews, "a parish \\'ith an acti,'i"t 
edge," needed a pnest with Pearson's political sensibilities and IllS background at L:\\,c,n 
\\'orking more than a full-time job, as Pearson lived at his place of employmetH, in a politicall:, 
radicalised and 1t1crcasingly Hllatilc township would take the young cleric in directions that he 
probably could not have predicted upon his aninI. 
A ministry on wheels: creating religious space 
Cruising the streets of Bonteheuwd on his bic\'clc in his pastoral ministry, Pearson essentially 
"carried religion" out of the church and into the homes of the clderh, the sick, the lonely. the 
hungry and the gric\'ing. Pearson concludes that he was "interested in doing the ordinary things 











welL"'! Not only was he fulfilling his seminary goals for his priestly ministry with this work, but 
he were also gaining credibility and creating spaces for trust in the to\vnship. In these new 
spaces, Pearson was a recognizable face. "\ccording to I\Iark Thompson, Pearson's colleague and 
fellow cleric from 13onteheuwel's Anglican parish, politicised tmvnship priests achieved almost 
"pop star status."': The recognition and respect Pearson recei,'ed in Bonteheuwel as a priest 
committed to "doing the ordinary things well" by ministering to those on the margins and by 
support1t1g the acti,'ists' call for liberation made the young cleric especially important to the 
resistance mO'Tment. 
Pearson's definition of the marginal encompassed more than the poor and the sick but included 
the politically radical as well. He explains that just as the elderh- and the grie"ing needed hope, 
"so did the community and so did the nation." Pearson saw in Bonteheuwel a need to give the 
acti"ists, the members of 131\1\'(: ami Insco and the family members of acti"ists "a home in the 
church." \\11ile many at St. I\Iatthews in 130nteheuwel expressed their concern and often 
disapprm'al at their priest's ministry to the politically radical, as \ve11 as to the "reyolutionary 
language" that came through in his sermons, Pearson is confident that "it \\'as the place they had 
to be." Drawing the radical into the religious community, Pearson, in a way, helped hold the 
resistance together by providing symbols and a discourse that \vas libra tory and religious but not 
necessarily partisan or party political. This had the possibility of prm'iding a wider and bigger 
space for the struggle by inviting acti\'ists and people who had no political home as well as people 
\vho could see the challenges of the religious constructs into the mmTment. Pearson offered 
credibility to the causes the activists were fighting for and due to his special position in the 
community, influenced many in his congregation to support them as well. I\Ioreoyer, as a 
minister of the faith, he offered coumel to friends and relatin" of the acti,'ists in their times of 
confusion and grief. The work of acti"ists affected more than the acti,'ists themselves: Father 
Pearson was present in those times of pain, helping to transfer a family's destructive emotions 
into constructi,'e energy and perhaps a deeper commitment to their shared struggle for justice.'~ 
Pearson created religious space 1t1 Bonteheu\\'el from the church pulpit and on his bicycle. In 
this space, he connected with the devout members of his congregation who knew and could 
understand the Church's rituals and role in their li'Ts. "\, a priest committed to political 
liberation, he \vas also able to connect the Church's rituals and role to "the struggle" and by 
stirring emotion, often with religious language, he brought his congregations with him. In this 
\I Ibid. 
\2 Intelyiny. :-Iark Thompson. 












space. Pear~on also connected to tho~e actiyists who were not religious but respected his role in 
the community and his support for and illYoh'ement in their cause. 
Earning the blessing: creating physical space 
The tramtormation of space into religious spact: may not seem like unusual work for an 
idealistic and energetic young priest - for it is in his job description, Howenr, Pearson \vent 
aboye and beyond his job description by opel1lng up physical space tor the resistance and 
liberation mm'enwnt in Bonteheuwel. Building from the religious space he created and the 
numbers of people he drew into that space \\~ith his presence in the community and his rhetoric 
from the pulpit, Pearson contributed e\'C1l more to the anti-apartheid struggle in the physical 
space he was able to secure t()r it. 
Peter \\'abhe. an on the Church and apartheid. obsClTes that in 1988, "as the death tolls 
mounted and outdoor meetings \vere banned, church buildings and congregations became 
centre,; for protest."H \\11ile more consen'ative clerics rna,' haye shunned away from using 
church buildings for political purposes, Pearson accepted this respomibilitv, Through IllS 
connection \\'ith the congregatioll in religious space, the pnest fulfilled aspects of his ministry and 
earned the trust of the community; in the physical sp::lce, he could more deliberately demonstrate 
his commitment to the activists' cause as \\'(,11 as fulfil important and necessary functions of the 
struggle, 
Pearson was fortunate that his immediate predecessor at St. i\Iatthe\\"s, Fr, Frank de Gouveia, 
had scnTd as Episcopal Vicar for [ile Justice ami Peace Commission in the .\rchdiocese of Cape 
Town and had established a good reputation in Bollteheuwcl among actiyists. because of this,;S 
Dc Gouveia had begun the process of engaging acti\'ists by opening the church hall to trade 
unions, activists groups and community organisations for all sorts of struggle activities, Pearson 
continued this tradition as pastor am! opened his church for trade union and political as 
\\'ell as for educational meetings Oil drainage, panng and other public works concerns In 
BonteheuweL \\11C11 criticised, Pearson referred to the Rite of Blessing which in Catholic 
tradition. the bishop prays O\Tr any new church building: the lengthy blessing includes language 
about the church building as a safe space for the poor and margmalized, Confident that the 
Blessing applied to meetings associated \\'ith the Pearson concluded that if the Church 
Ii Peter \\'abhe, tlliff Ihu LiiJt!"llioll j[OI'UI!h'lIf ill ToMb /ltri,,} ('-iorre Dame, Indiana: 
L'nl\T[:;m of "otre Dame Pre,s, 19()6), 122, 











did not "take up the Blessing, they would lose it."\(, .\nd as the managed the sports 
stadium and other public buildings in Bonreheuwcl, St. l\fatthew's scr;ed an important and 
some would say essential- role in the resistancc moyemcnt. 
From the sanctuary to the street: creating ethical space 
In rdigious space, Pearson connected with the actiyists and regular re;;idents of Bonteheuwel. In 
ph~'sical space, he fulfilled important functions in the resistance mo\'ement. r Iowe\'cr, one could 
argue that his contribution was greater than this. In \'eiT ways, Pearson used the 
symbols, myths and rituals of the church to creatc ethical space, \\11ere the gm'crnmcnt created 
"a space of 'war" in their actions and rhetoric, the activists searched for an ethical space where 
their cries for political change and eljuality could be heard and realized. The efforts of BM\\, and 
BJSCO were essentially about beating back the spaces of \ .... ar in non-vIolent and \,iolent \va,'s 
111 order to carve out ethical space for their ideas to breathe. Through his special role in the 
"exciting ma~s marches" and "menacing funerals" of the late 1980s, Pearson helped to create 
some of this ethical space.1~ 
L~nder am' circum,.;tances, a funeral is an emotional experience: add a coffin holding a slain 
acti\'ist, ,\K~-t7 machine gUllS, the banned ,\NC Hag, proCC~slOns lined with policeman standing 
shoulder to shoulder and high-ranking Church offiCIals and the funeral becomes in 1 ;r. Peter-
John Pearson's \\'ords - "menacing". Peter \\'alshe COI1Clsel\' summarizes the funeral experience: 
\\11ile the ~\NC's internal organization remaineu weak, from the early 19805 onwards 
there \\'ere clear signs in the townships of its resurgent mass support. Thousands, and 
on occasions tens of thous:ll1ds, gathered to assert their hatred of apartheid and to 
honour the \'ictims of police and army nolcnce, death squads and prison torture. I Iymns 
and prayers \\'ere followed by freedom songs. Coffins were draped with ANC colours 
and, ahnys, Nkosi Sikilcle' i:\frika (Cod Bless _\fnca) was sung. 
It is not difficult to appreciate the mingling of rdigiou:; and political s~'mbols in this experience. 
\\ a],;)le continues: 
j 'unerals, usually of the young, became the liturgical foclis as whole communities 
sliffened their will to resist. These highly charged political and occasions were 
traumatic for the bereaved, but also for many who were totally unprepared to 
nlinistcr to angry grieving cro\vds surrounded and bul1ied by )') 
\\"hile it is unclear how conscious Pearson was to the Il1lpact of these funerals, it is apparent that 
the mingling of political and religious symbols at the funeral created ethical space. Pearson had 
',(, Pearson. 
Ibid. 
" \\'a15he, 8-:, 











already had a great deal of exposure to the rhnhm and the stress of political acti,rists' funerals 
and had taken part in many over the years. His first was that of the much loved and admired 
0.[uslim cleric and leader in Cape TOWI1, Imam Haroul1, \\,ho died in police detention, hom then 
on he attended most acti\,ists funerals and while in the seminary in Pretoria was a regular 
participant in township funerals. 411 
During his time in Bonteheuwcl, Pearson participated in quite a large number of funerals. \Vhile 
each funeral had special meaning to the mourners present. three funerals of slain activists in the 
late 1980s were particularly stirring to the Bonteheuwel community: ""shley KIie!, shot in the 
head by security officers posing as City Council \\'orkers at his ,\thlone safe house in July 1987; 
Coline \Yilliams and Robbie \Vater\virch, killed when a limpet mine they were planting ncar the 
l\Iagistrare's Court in ,\thlone prematurely exploded in) lily 1989: "\nton Fransche, perished in a 
shoot-out with the police in his Athlone safe house \\'hich allegedly lasted Sc\Tn hours. 41 Mark 
Thompson explains that though the core group of actn'ists in Bonteheuwcl camc from various 
religious groups and some were not religious at alL '\\"I1en an acti\,ist was killed, it \vas the 
_ \nglican and Catholic Churches that took up the political nature of their deaths."42 Pearson 
concurs that religious funerals for slain actiyists, as well as ha\-ing a pastoral component for the 
congregation, "incited community outrage, politicised people ... and egged on participation in the 
struggle."4' 
The Ashley Krid funeral in July 1987 was the fir"t time the death of an acti,'ist hit so close to 
home for the people of Bonteheuwel.44 ;\fter the police turned o\'('r his bOLh', it \vas taken to his 
family's home and then to the Ncw ,\postolic Church in Bontehemvel, where Kricl was a 
member. ,\cconling to Thompson, the New Apostolic::; "did not want an\" part of the political 
of his death" and were not prepared for nor welcomed the numbers of activists that 
attended the sen'ice, Dissatisfied with the handling of the funeraL a group of acti\,ists physically 
picked up the coffin and walked ;;eyeral blocks down the road to the ,\nglican Church the 
biggest church building in Bonteheuwcl- and "plunked it right down on the altar." Thus, it was 
in the _\nglican church where Krid's political cOl1yicrions and actions were memorialised. Tn 
response, the police who had been dosch' foll< the proceedings - shot t{'ar gas into the 
I" Pearson, 
~1 There are theories that the limpet mine which CHI sed the death of \\'illiams and \'Catcn,vitch had been 
tampered \';lth a, well as tirst hand accounts of shots being fired at the "ire before the explosion - the 
,uggestiol1 is lhat \\'ll1iams and \vaterwitch were dlsco\Tfed, shot and put on top of the mine, r n 
to , \nton Fransche, the story has it tl1M after n:alizing that the police had entered the house, ];mnsche 
who was he;\\,ih, armed hut! on top of a grenade rather than be taken, In all three accounts, there are 
theories that the police were tipped off as to the acti\'ists' \\'hereaiJolltS. 'lllOmpson :lnd Pearson, 
'c Thompson, 
I \ Pearson, 
•• Pe,lrsol1 recalls tlut at the time of h:rit:l's death, funerals for actiyisl'; "\verc happening all o\'er the 











church. The result \vas total panic as elderly women fainted and had to be carried out while 
others scurried for shelter. Thompson recalls that one \voman e,Tn tried to seek refuge in the 
rector's refrigerator. A skirmish also erupted during the procession from the church to the 
hearse as the police reacted to an ANC flag draped oyer the coffin. Thompson reflects oyer the 
irony of the situation: "Ashley IZricl was killed because he \\"as an activist but the police response 
to the funeral was that he shouldn't be draped \vith the .\NC flag."'!) Police, standing shoulder to 
shoulder, lined the entire five-kilometre stretch of road that the mourners trayelled to Maitland 
Cemelery. ~\nd although the memorial service took place in the .\nglican church, Catholic 
.\rchbishop Stephen N aidoo and Fr. Peter-J ohn Pearson joined I\{ark Thompson at the head of 
the procession lined by police: according to Pearson, "it was like a war,"4{, 
\,\11ile IZriel's funeral \vas umque in that it took place in the New .\postolic Church and the 
;\nglican Church with Catholic clergy playing no gmall role, Coline \X'illiams and Robbie 
\\atet\\'itch both baptized Catholic rcceiyed a full Catholic reclLllem mass at Sf. I\Iary's of the 
.\ngels, .\thlone. <\rchbishop Lawrence I renry presided and Fr. Peter·John Pearson preachedY 
Pearson suggests that the activists were usually in charge of \\ho did what in regards to homilies 
at funerals or speeches at marches: needless to say, Pearson, as well as l\Iark Thompson, were 
routineh' chosen to preach alongside l\nglican or Catholic bishop;; and archbishops.4g This 
funeraL too, was disrupted by tear gas canisters and rubber bullets being shot into the roof as 
mourners gathered, in their traditional way, for a meal in the church hall. .\nton Fransche, an 
.\nglican, was memorialised in a religious rnanner and 1!1 great numbers as well, but his funeral 
took place in the Bonteheuwd sports stadium,4" 
Remembering the four slain activists, Pearson bclie\'es that their religious funerals, in taking up 
the political natures of the deaths, sharpened the political "ie\\'~ of those in attendance, 
radicali~ed members of his congregation and encouraged a IH:W w<!ye of acti,·i815. 5" Despite the 
restrictions the state placed on funerals and thor attempts to disrupt them, the religiom 
ceremol11es created space for religions rituals whICh honoured the deaths but offered hope in a 
resurrecrion, homilies which linked Chrlstianit\, to the struggle and solemn processions led by 




;, .\!though _'uchbishop IIenry and "cnon priests concekbratcd the mass, Pearson was asked - per 
telephonc call to hnysna where he was y;\cationing on the night of thc acriyists' death to preach at the 
mass, Pearson was a kind of spiritual :tlh-isor to \\'alet\"itch and \\'<[, a);;o familiar \\"ith \\'illiams - who had 













mourners singing hymns or comrades chanting songs,S! This was indeed, ethical space, where 
the familiarity and credibility of religious symbols and the emotion of religious ritual blended with 
a fen-ent political message of liberation, In Chidester's word,;, funerals became "sites of ritual 
mobilisation of resistance against the state,"S2 Although the gm'ernment tried to limit this ethical 
space with their myriad of restrictions and the physical space their police occupied, the religious 
symbols, mnhs and rituals with which the Church could respond and the people understood 
effectiyely c:\nTd out ethical space.s; And though the police attempted to confine this space to 
the church building itself, those mourners certainly carried the symbols' meanings and the 
political message with them as they left - or in many cases, as the\' were carried away. 
Pearson abo created ethical space through the mass marches of th(: late 1980::;. He explains that 
his presence in front of the march wearing his cassock, a sign that he was '.'ested \vith a special 
miSSIOn, "actcd as a kind of banner" for the march. fIe belic\Ts th:1t it encouraged the protestors 
that their cause W:1S credible and had dignit~, and that it was also useful when confrontations \vith 
the police turned \'iolel1t. ,\ priest wearing a cassock could challenge a police officer easier than 
the other marchers could and monitor the abuses from a dose distance. I Ie abo caught the 
attennon of camerasY Pearson recalls an instance after one march when the BBC inten'icwed 
0.Iark Thompson and him after a m:1SS march in Cape Town, Providing for a c)uick get-away 
shoukl the authorities discoycr them, the BBC conducted the inter\"i(:w on the highway heading 
to the airport.'s Thompson suggests that PrlCMS like Pearson and himself: "wore the Church's 
doth(:s when they thought they would be in a situation \d1Cfe thc\' needed the authority to speak 
to the press and to negotiate."5r, This is not to say that cleric::; \\cre ne\'er arrested despite their 
cassocks. Pearson has more than a few stories about his time in the police ,'ans and gueues 
ourside of the jail. joining in the comrades' chants or leading the group in an "Our r;ather"Y 
Some of the restrictions placed on funerals during the mid ro bte I ')So;; included: only ordained 
ministers could speak and eyell they \vere prohibited from any statement that might he spoken to "'defend, 
atL1Ck, criticise, propagate, or dISCUSS any form of gt)\Trnment, am' principle or policy of a government or 
,tate, am' bmTott action, the existence of a state of emergcncI', or am' action of a !(lrCe or memher of a 
force"'; one fUlleral could not be held for more than one p('[,;on; rhe number of mourners was limited; 
outdoor rituals were prohibited, in Chide,ter's words: "\\'ithin the ritual space demarcated by four \valls, 
fUllna" Iyert; permitkd, but all space outside those walls was under the unmediate control of the police 
:1I1d :1rIl1\, , the funeral route had to he determined the di"isional police commissioncr; mourners were 
prl'\Tllted from walking in the procession; funerals could uke no longer than four hours in 1986 and 
limited to three in 198:; no snnholic display of certain ritual objects, banners, placards, pamphlets, or 
po,m'r" \\-ere permitted, Chidester, 103. 
0' IbId., un, 
H, \lrhough the state enforced its O\vn ritual rules, opposition to rhe :;tate could be registered with e,'en 
greater clarin' bl' breaking them. Thus, in the townslups, the fUlleral became a ceremony of strugg;le and 
cinl war." Ibid, 10-1-. 
Pearson and Thompson. 
":,~ Pearson. 
'<, Thompson, 











Pearson's commitment to rhe resistance mo\'ement in the 19ROs and 199()s may not be altogether 
different from the actions of others inn)lved in the stntggle at the time, For e\'ery Catholic priest 
associated with the anti-apartheid mon:'menc there were numbers of secular leaders egually 
or more dedicated to the struggle. Ho\veyer, when one considers Pearson's actions in religious, 
phy;;ica\ and ethical spaces in I he context of PIlc'1.'111 in it becomes e\'ident that his job 
description as a Catholic priest dictated the \'lork that he did and offered him some of the tools 
he rtXluired to complete it, Because of this job description and his uniclue role in BontehcU\'lel, 
Pearson helped to mm'e the stnlggle forward in \'ery tangible \\'ay5. The second case study, that 
of ['ather Basil \'an Remburg of Guguletu, will present additional examples of how Catholic 
prlests,lw follmving the directives of P,It'l'lJl ill Tcr77~" waged peace in \'Cry tangible ways during the 
19HOs and 1990s. \\11ile certainly not all of them chose to do so, rhe stories of Pearson and van 
Rensburg rC'l;eal that the potential existed for the Church to be a major force in the anti-apartheid 
struggle - and III some cases, it was, 
FATHER BASIL VAN RENSBURG 
Guguletu, 1986 
Gugulctu, whlCh means "Our Pride" in is i...,\:hos a, is a black tm\'nship situated alongside the 
national highway just a few exits away frolll Cape Town's international airport. The history of 
Cape Town's black townships c:'In be traced to the residential'" ,;egregated area of Ndabeni, 
which \\'as established in 1901. Constructed to accommodate .\fricans who had been brought 
fr()m the rural areas to work in Cape Town's harbour t11 the nineteenth century, N dabeni 
experienced almost immediate oyercrowding. Tn I 9 U:::: , the colonial gm'ernment established a 
peripheral sire tl\T kilometres southeast of Ndabeni, which became known as J ,anga. ,\s the 
black population !11 Cape Town increased, the authorities extended the t()\\'!1sl1!p areas, creating 
\iyanga in 19-J.() and Guguletu Icn rears later, ,\cconling tu one account of the geographical 
expansion of the black townships: 
The ccmstruction of Guguletu in 1956, the western exten~ion of Nyanga, consolidated 
the black residential areas 0\'(.'1' fiye kilometres east of those ;;uburbs already built up at 
the time, The tnllshrooll1l11g of the squatter settlcrnent at Crossroads in 1975 and the 
establishment of Kha\'elitsha have extended the sector further south-cast to the coast. 5X 
. \s the plans for the "apartheid city" dcYeloped in the 195ils and 196us, black Capetonians \,"ere 
forciblr relocated to the Cape Hats from their homes in newh' designated colol11'cd areas sllch as 
]'l'nsingron, Retreat and District Six. One source sites statistics that between 1957 and 1961, 
WhCll Nyanga and Cuguletu were den'lop('(L O\Tr 9,000 people wcrc relocated from Cape 










Town's city limits each year. According to G. P. Cool, tim group consisted mainly of women, 
children and unemployed or unemployable males.s') To make matters worse, new arrivals to 
Guguletu and other black to\vnships discovered that under the provisions of the Group .\reas 
Act, they were not allowed to own land but had to lease property from the government. 
Needless to say, these circumstances did not lend themsckes to the feelings of pride among the 
IWW residents \v!llch the name Gugulctu would sll~Q;est. 
f 100\"('\"er, even under the most dismal of conditions, human beings find ways to survive. Despite 
the apartheid laws and the conduct of the military and police forces who enforced them, 
O\'ercrO\yding, m~ark total unemployment, high crime and poor public sen"ices and works, many 
residents of Gugulctu found support in the various communities that formed around churches, 
:::.choo\::; or organizations. One such communit\" was Sf. Gabriel's Roman Catholic Church. 
Oftlcially opened on 21 .\ugust 1966, St. Gabriel's sen'ed Gugulctu's Catholic residents who had 
formerly attended St. Joseph's Parish in Nyanga .. \t the time of its founding, St. Gabriel's was 
the only Catholic parish in Gugulctu, a township with a population of 8-+,000 of which 2,000 to 
3,000 were Catholic.!'" In 1983, the number of Catholics had climbed to more than 6,000 out of a 
total population of ISO,OOn as the parish boundaries were extended into parts of Nyanga, 
Cro::;sroads and the outlying township of Mfuleni. 
I t was in tillS burgeoning though economically dcpres,;ed and politicalh' abused space that Fr. 
Basil nil Rcnsburg fOllnd himself in 1986. Formerh- stationed at Iioly Cross Church in District 
6, \"an Rcnsburg drew international attention to the injustice,; of the forced removals.(,J Through 
his connections with foreign embassies and high-ranking business and government officials as 
well as his high-profile role in the protest marches and bulldozer blockades, van Rensburg 
remained an important spokesperson for District 6. E'Tn those who were turned off by van 
Rensburg's "high-profile approach" to the project and the arrogance \\,ith which he dealt with 
many of the more radical activists, no one could deny the signitlcance of his role. Dr, Cram 
Soudien, an education professor at the Uni\>ersity of Cape Town \dlO worked with van Rensburg 
on \"arious committees associated with District 6, admits that '-an Rensburg's support and the use 
of his Church were essential to the activists' work_ Not only was the physical space of , [oly 
Cross Church important for its strategIC location \\"ithin District 6, but the community spirit 
which \'an Rensburg managed to create in his parish was helpful to the activists' efforts to 
organize a resistance mo\'ement. ~Ioreover, the national and IIlternational attention van 
lbid, 
(,I> The,c sratl>'tics n.:prcsellt the populatioll in 1966, Ihid. 
'.! For a nice summation of nll1 Rensburg's work in District 6, sec .\[ichad Ra,,;ool, "District SIX: The 











Rensburg attracted and the donations he raised certamk had a positive effect on their 
campaign!'2 
"\chieYing near celebrity status for his work in District 6 and two well-publicized anti-apartheid 
hunger strikes/'; van Rensburg did not endear himself to the "\rchbishop or fellow priests who 
saw his actions as grand-standing and not in line with the long-term projects of the Archdiocese. 
In I <)8-+, he \\a::; sent to the University of Notre Dame to study at their Institute for 
Education. The Archbishop subsequently transferred him to the Hry unglamorous St. Gabriel's 
in Cuguletu. Some have suggested that, \rchbishop Stephen Naidoo exiled \-an Rensburg to the 
township parish in order to quiet the priest's shmymanshipf·· 1I0\\T\-er, yan Rensburg, trained in 
a(hTrtising and public relations before he entered the priesthood, did not wait long before he 
crafted a scheme to draw national and international attention to the injustices of black township 
life on the Cape Flats. 
\' an Rensburg sen-eel as pastor of Sr. Gabriel's from 1986 until hIS death on Eastern Sunday, 
2()U2. During hi;:. time at Guguletu, the dissolution of apartheid and the 19<)-+ democratic 
electiom dramatically changed South Africa's political and SOCIal landscape; however, van 
Rensburg's commitments to peacebuilding in Guguletu continued until his death. The economic 
injustices in Cape Town's black towmhips remained after the political llljustices of apartheid 
dissoln:d; as a result, GugUlehl remained a space of war. Thus where the preyious case study 
focllsed on a specitlc period during the anti-apartheid struggle, this srudy of yan Rensburg's 
career \,·ill span a longer period of time and address more general themes. 
I,e Dr. CraIn ~olldiell, Inte1Tiew. 
{,l In 1 ()f{\, \'an Renshurg led a movement that protested the presence of uniformed and s'llaried Roman 
Catholic chaplains in the S.\DF. The protest culminated in \-atl Rensbllrg fasting for thirty days amI a 
change in the S_ \CBCs policy which withdrew the chaplains from the militarr. \·an Rensburg participated 
111 another hunger strike during a sabbatical semester at the L'ni\-crsity of '(olre Dame in 198-+. \'\/orking 
with the '(otre Dame ,\nri-:\partheid Net\vork, yan Rensburg fasted for twentynine dan; to protest the 
L'1l1H'r"itv for still investing in corporaflons that fUllctioned in the apartheid economy ,\\though the 
L'nin:rsitl- did not change its policy, yall Rensburg receiy-ed national and I11ternarional attention. See 
Bronwen Dachs, "h. Basil nn Rensburg, RIP: \-eteran ,\mi.\parrheid ,\ctin,r," ComlJlolI (, ;\[a)" 
21102. 
id Fr. B<I,11 \;\n Remburg's obiruary in the Sill/dar Time ... puts it this \V;I\.: 
Fh the time \'an Rensburg left District (, in 1 he'd become something of ,\ celehrity. This did 
not endear him to the local Catholic hierarchy. He was sent to stUlh· at the :-';otre Dame Institute 
for Education in Indiana in the US, \,\11ile there he embarked on a much-puhlicised 
hunger strike to draw attention to apartheid. This \\-cnt down ,·en· well among .\mericans and 
\·an Rensburg bccame en::n more of ,I star. To his superiors and fellow priests at home, however, 
hl,; heh,niour looked rather too much like a glory seeking publicity smnt. The then .\rchbishop 
of Cape Town, Stephen '(aidoo, ordered him home and g,l\T him one of the toughest, least 
arrr,lCti\'c assignments the church could offer. I Ie was sent to run a parish in the poverty-
,,(rieken, crime-ridden black township of Guguletu. 
See Chns Barron, "Basil ",1l1 Rensburg: The priest who kept the e\TS of the world on District SIX," slillda), 











Liturgy as tourist attraction: creating religious space 
J jke Pear~()n, Fr. Basil was interC"sted in "doing the ordinary things \\~eIl" and "earned religion" 
out of the church and into the streets of the to\vnship as he mimstered to the sick, the elderly and 
the lonely. Van Rensburg also won the affection of man\' in his parish during the anti~aparthcid 
stmgglc, especially the young, for his politically charged sermons. Howe\~er, Sunday mass, an 
eyem which occurred in parishes all oyer Cape Town and all mTr the world eyen' 
ordinary thing that ,-an Rensburg did particularly well. Onla1l1cd at the late age of -t5 in 1975, 
yall Rensburg had worked as a bus conducmr, a sound technician at SABe and in advertising III 
hi" ~Os and 30s, Before entering St. John Yianney seminalI' in Pretoria in his -tUs, he was twice 
engaged to be marriedJ" Van Rensburg took ;tch-antage of this unusual resume of "life 
experiences" and especially his public relations background as he organized and attracted people 
to his liturgics each week. 
Building up the liturgy at St. Gabriel's was at the centre of ,'an Rensburg's engagement in 
religious space. ,\!though there is e\'idellce that the mass Kas always a bTl" experience for St. 
GabrIcl's parishioners,a, \~an Rcnsburg certainly made an impact on their traditional Sunday 
\\'OrSll1p, to \\hich his obituary in the Slfnday TI1J/lj.,' arteqs: 
,\n irrepressible, flamboyant, larger-than life man with a background in adyertising, Van 
Rensburg appreciated the yalue of publicity better than most and knew exactly how to 
get it. I Ie turned hIS C;ugulctu pansh into a tourist attraction. I Ie ,\fricanised the liturgy 
ami turned each l\[ass into a pulsating performance of dancing, Xhosa singing and 
marimba playingP 
,\!though \'an Rensburg !lenT mastered isiXhosa hinbclf, \\'hich according to St. Gabriel's 
faithful Parish "-\dministrator, \'('al1y l\fngitli, "the ccmgregation understood and were ok with," 
one of the first things he changed upon his arriyal \\~as the language spoken at mass, (.K 
The Second \' atican Council encouraged Catholic parishes to use the \Trnacular languages of 
theIr rcspectiH congregations; !Jmveyer, liturgics at St. Gabriel's \\Tre celebrated in English \\~hilc 
the majority of parishioners in attendance isiXhma. Kader ,\smal, South, Urica's i\Iinister 
\ -an Rensburg was horn in \\'oodstock, a suburb of Cape Town, in 1930, He went to Cathohc school 
dc,pitl' the fact tlLlt his parents were not Catholic and \\'as baptized at age 15, ,\t 21, \'an Renshurg 
decided that he wanted to he a priest; hO\ve\'er, he was told Ill' the administrators at St, John \'iannel' 
seminary in Pretoria that "he needed to do more living first" and was sent home, Sec Harron, 
(,(, The program from the Pan,;!j', 25 th c\nni\-crsary re\'eals that people came from far :lnd wide in the early 
dm's of the parish to celebrate the mass together and to raise funds to build the church, Sec c\nniversary 
Bulletin, 
(,' Ihid. 











of Education and a good friend of van Remburg's praised the Pastor for incorporating isiXhosa 
into his liturgies: 
A.s a parish priest at SL Gabriel's in Cugulethu, Father Basil prm'ided for both the 
spiritual, cultural and social needs of the comm1.l11in', I Ie ensured that religious seryices 
at St. Gabriel's \ver<: conducted in the mother of his parishioners, isiXhosa, as 
well as attempted to master the language. He encouraged the de\'clopment of the 
mmical talents of his parishioners and St. Gabriel's became well known for its musical 
groups.!") 
Determined to enliYel1 the weekend celebratiom and possibh' attract \'isi£01's, yan Rensburg had 
the choir sl11ging IW11111S as well as "traditional ;\frican music" in iSL\:hosa not long after he 
arriyed. The parish already had se'Tral marimbas and nn Rem;burg belieyed that they would be 
put to better usc accompanied by lyrics in the choir's tirst language. 
\'an Rel1sburg's hunch that an ,\frican tmvnship chOIr that sang religious music to the beat of a 
marimba would appeal to audiences outside of Guguletu prm'Cd correct and it was not long 
before bu~es \\'Ct'C unloading German, "\merican and Irish tourists at Church's door, Drawing on 
contact, from his advertising days as well as IllS time in District 6, van Rensburg made sure that 
hotels. tourist guides, embassies and consulates spread the word to toUrists \\'ho were looking for 
an "authentic c\frican experience" to visit St. Gabriel's, I Ie designated the first Sunday of each 
month as the ,-isitor's mass and guests were im'ited to tea in the pansh hall aftenvank To make 
guests feel \\Tlcome, mam' of whom had probably ne\T[ been to a township before, van 
Rensburg organized a "Bo\"s Brigade" \\'hlch directed visitors to the Church on Sunda\' 
mOrlungs, The following letter reveab one first experience at St. Gabriel's: 
\\-e all felt we had had a \Try special experience and look fOL\\'<1rd to corning back again 
with our friends, St. Gabriel's truly feels like a place for the people and it is from such a 
place that \\T can alllcarn more about IOH" peace and reconciliation, Your congregation 
gaye LIS \\-armth and hope and we would like \'Oll to thank them particularl:', not onh' for 
sharing their Sunday morning with liS, but for what we were able to take home \vith us in 
our hearts, Please also tell your Boys' Brigade that \\'e shall nen:r the wonderful 
and \wlcoming sight of their cheerful faces directing us to St C;abriel's, 
Needless to say, a Catholic mass is not a tI'pical tourist experience as thi, letter attests. It is not 
difficult to imagine the mm'ing experience it must haye been for \'isltor::; \vho afwr passing 
through the rough and desperate looking streets of Guguletu found in St. Gabriel's Church, 
to\Ymhip residenb enthusiastically celebrating their shared Catholic faith together. ,\ccording to 
f\Ingidi. it was nn Rcnsburg's hope that the mass and the social gathering afterwards would 
challenge white South ,\fricans and foreign to join the struggle against apartheid and after 
the 199-1- eicct1om, against South i\frica's economic inequalities,-1 
(,') Dep,lwnellt of Education, South, \fnca, "\ltnister of Education (Profes,or hader ~\smal mourn, 
the dClth of Fr. Basil \'all Rensburg." Ipress release onlinel; <lnilablc from Department of Education 
website, Internet: 
an:cssed 6 Jull- 21)(1,), 
-" Letter from \fr" h:ut: Birch. 6 Nm-ember 1 ()i)i) .. \nniY<:rsan Program, 










A shrewd fundraiser, van Rensburg also encouraged visitors to offer a financial contribution and 
most \\'ere delighted to do so. Some of St. Gabriel's more well-knO\\'Il guests and benefactors 
include: Nelson i\Iandela, then president of Ireland and l'.N. High Commissioner for Human 
Rights :\fary Robinson, German Chancellor Helmut Kohl (who remained a lifelong friend) and 
ambassadors from all o\Tr the world. To complete the tourist experience. parishioners sold CDs 
of the choir's music which yan Rensburg produced with the help of the German consulate. Thus 
not only did \'an Rcnsburg open religious space \\·here white South ,\fricans and tourists could 
meet his parishioners and learn something of theIr challenges, but he used - one might say 
exploited the liturgical experience to raise funds for his parish's educational and social 
programs. .\s a result of the large revenues generated by the visitors' masses, \-an Rensburg 
resoh-ed the parish debt, constructed a pansh cenrre which pronded research and study 
facilities, created an educational fund to support students and funded an ,\IDS awareness 
project. TI1U~ b:' opening the religious space in St. Gabriel's to yisitors and bv implementing 
social and educational programs, yan Rensburg creatiyely followed Pd(elJl ill Ten'; ... which directed 
him to protect his parishioners' human ri~/Jt .... 
\' an Rensburg's efforts in religious space also respected the of Ius p:lrishioners. For one 
hour a \\Tek, the\' put aside their daily responsibilities and worries and celebrated with singing. 
dancing, scripture and prayer, ;\ccording to t"-.Ingidi, there was abo something comforting, 
purposeful and l'\TI1 healing in performing the rituals of Sunday t"-.Iass or seasonal festivities such 
as the Paschal I,'east, Some of them fulfilled \'ariou,: functions during the mass as readers, ushers. 
eucharistic ministers and choir members \vhich all distinguished them in the roles they played and 
\\'ith the badges or special dress that they wore. \\11ik the National Party g0\,ernment did little to 
respect the dignity of South ,\frica',; black population in the townships, Catholic parish life and 
Sunday mass proyided space for imli\'iduals to claim their dignity through their special liturgical 
roles, The presence of guests once a \\'eek could ha\'e only \'alidated the dignity they felt dUring 
their Sunda\' riruals and religious experiences. In addition, b\' helping St. Gabriel's be self· 
'2, \ccording to the parish's .\nnin:rsarr Program, the principle commitment of the St. Gabriel's 
Community centre \\'a, student im'oh'ement, "the cemre is ;1\'ailable to all from amongst 250))00 pcmllls 
in greater (;ugu!ctu who \\lsh ro stud" do homework, research educational projects. and make use of its 
well srocknllihra!'I'," Known as 1~,H.oma, \'an Rensburg's educational prognun, were widell popular 
throughout (;UgllletU. \linister of Education, Kader .\smal offered hcan' praise to \'an Renshurg's 
educational eftorr,; 
hIther Basil passionately belie\Td in the importance of education, To this end he assisted those 
stuelems who had failed matric ,IS well as <:ngagcd in a number of educational programmes to 
holster thl' .\linisrry of l':ducalion\ efforts in ensuring that ,Ill our people h.\n~ access to high 
(Iu.tlm learning opportunities, 










supporting, the \"isitors' rnonetary donations would haye also contributed to the sense of pride 
each parishioner felt about St. Gabriel's and his or her special role in supporting it.7' 
Power of place: creating physical space 
During Sunday mass, van Rensburg used the rituals, music and atmosphere ofius church to open 
religious spaces \...-here the and dj~lIljjeJ of Ius parishioners could be realized. I Iowever, \'an 
Rensburg's efforts were not limited to one day per week I ~ike Pearson, \'an Rcnsburg opened 
plnsical space for all sorts of meetings associated with the struggle. ~Ingidi recalls J\NC 
meetings thar he attended in the e\'ening;; at the Church. .\5 these meetings \vere illegal, the 
attendants would keep bibles close at hand in case the Special Branch should appear. According 
to i\Ingidi. if their meetings were e\Tr disco\'(.'red, the tine was that "e\Tryone was Catholic.w~ 
On \'anou, occasions, yan Rensburg also im'ired journalists to the rectory to obsclTc the actions 
of a corrupt and oftentimes ,'iolcnt police force in Gugulctu. The Group ,\reas ,\ct did not 
legally permit \'an Rensburg to remain at his parish after dark and so he entrusted Mngidi to 
collect the journalists from one of the entrances to Gugulctu, hide them ill the back of the parish 
kombi (as they were also breaking the law) and set them up in one of the upper rooms in the 
parish building. hom this location, the journalists took photographs of the police antagonizing 
cont1ict between the residents of Guguletu and a neighbouring settlement of migrant \vorkers. 
The Special Branch used the clashl's bet\\'een Guguletu residents and the mIgrant workers as a 
justification for their harsh policing in the townships; ho\HTer, the journalists aided by the parish 
staff of St. Gabriel's rnTalcd thar it was actually the Special Branch who \\-as antagonizing the 
conHict. -0; 
Ih- opeIllng up these physical spaces, \'an RCl1sburg prm'ided room for activists to gather 
Information and ro organize rhetnseh-es: essentially, the Church building prm'idet! a safe-house 
for the resistance 111m-ement within the township's spaces of \var. flowe\'cr, the Pastor also 
remained attenti\'e to the ph~'sical condition of his 0\\"11 parish. He took great care of the parish 
grounds, particularh- the garden. Drawing from his net\\'ork of benefactors, \'all Rensburg 
managed to raise funding for a pan'd parking lot, uncommon in Guguletu, and a gate 
-, In 196::::, Clrd111al Owen '\1cC:1!l1l u:;ed !l1one\' from the estate of a wealtlw CaperOlll:ln to build St. 
Gabriel', Parish under the condition that it would e\'entualk be repaid and that the parish would support 
itself. During \'<In Rel1sburg's tcnure, St. C~abricl's became a self-supporting parish. ,\. ,;ource of pride for 













around the entire complex. Inside the Church, \'an Ren"burg solicited the help of his fellow 
prIests in the \\-hite suburbs and the Parish was delighted to recein" an altar from the Catholic 
Church in Pineland, and pews from St. l\lary's Cathedral 111 Cape Tmvn. Recruiting men from 
the township, van Rensburg supervi"ed the refurbishing of the pe\\-s which completed his plans 
for beautifying the Church's interior. \'(11ilc his prm'iding physical space for\-'JC meetings and 
journalists conrributed to the long-term h!ll1i<1Il rigbl.f qrugglc against apartheid, his efforts in the 
garden and inside the Church were aimed at restoring some of his parishioners' d{gnit)', which the 
forced remoyals and years of apartheid regulations had assuredlY damaged. 
Breaking down barriers: creating ethical space 
In a press release in response to yan Rensburg's death in 2C1(12, the "\1\:C leadership in the 
\X'estern Cape mourned the loss of an individual whom the,- considered a friend: 
It \\-a5 people like Basil "an Rensburg \yho prevented our struggle agal11st apartheid from 
becoming a struggle a particular skin colour, and he prc\'el1ted religlOl1 from e\-er 
becoming irrele\'ant in the search for frcedom and democracy. l\[or(' importantly, his 
example helped to keep our struggle human and our ideals noble_ 
It is clear from "an Rensburg's efforts to can-e out religious spaces \vith a spirit-filled and multi-
racial lirurg\- and to create space for the resistance mon:ment to organize and collect 
informatiol1 that he valued the role of religion in the struggle. i\Iorcm-er, by itlYiting his 
parishioners as well as individua],; from outside of Guguleru into these spaces, he was effectiych' 
i-fO\HTer, \,:In Rcnsburg's 
greatest sen-ice to his parIshioners ma\' not ha'-e been the physical and rdigiom spaces to \vhich 
he im'ited others but the ethical space he extended \vel! beyond the boundaries of his parish 
through his extraordinan' net\'lol·king. 
.\s mentioned earlier, \'an efforts to attract Catholics from other pan, of Cape Tm'll1 
to hi;; litmgics \yas part of his plan to break down the residential barriers bet\\Tcn white and black 
Catholics. The following a(h-ertisement, \\-hich he placed in Cape Town's Catholic newspaper, 
illustrates ,-an Remburg's candour about the problem of di"ision within Cape Town's Catholic 
conlmut1lty: 
St. Gabriel's R C Church, GugLlktu, im'ites you to wor:-:hip \vith us on Sundav at 9:30 
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\\'e~tern Cape, "Ohituaries: \-an Rensburg and BiehL" Press Release (3 
release onlinei; a\-,tilable from . \ '- C website, 











countrymen. After all, how on earth are \ye supposed to build our future together when 
we are so polarised that we can't even pray together?-X 
Van Rensburg also com' eyed this message as he \vooed potential benefactors at embassies or 
social clubs in Cape Town or during fundraising 111is$1011S overseas. . \ccording to his obituary, 
van Rel1sburg was a member of the I~e]Yin Gron' Club in 0re\y)ands and the Netherlands Club in 
Cape Town where he often invited guests to lunch or dinner, . preceded 
G&Ts at the bar." Van Rensburg \vas also a regular on the diplomatic cocktail party circuit and 
in the societ\' pages of the Cape Town ne\vspapers, \\'hen he went overseas on fundraising 
m1SSiOns. van Rensburg flew first class, courtesy of the international diplomatic C011)$.-" Van 
Rensburg took ad\'antage of his ability to travel between the \\'()rld of Guguletu and the world of 
the Netherlands Club to spread the spirit of his community as well as to raise the consciousness 
of the intluential imlividuab he mer. ,\s he had done in the District 6 campaigns, van Rensburg 
became a spokcsperwn for C;uguleru: his unic)lle role as pastor of a thriving Catholic parish and 
his personal skilL- for public rclations served him well in this role, 
,\nother tangible way in which yan Rensbmg created ethical space \vhere the rights and of 
his parishioners could be considered was through the St. Gabriel's Cultural Croup, Van 
Rensburg realized that if he wanted to increase the number of people \\ho had experienced one 
of his SUllda\' liturgics, he \vould h:n"e to take the experience out of C;uguletu. And so he 
recmited members of the choir as well as other young people from the community to form a 
Cultural Group that would sing and dance at embassies and consulates in Cape Town. He 
collected funch for the of material that \\'as made into clothing and commissioned \\'alh' 
I\Ingidi to practice with the group each week. O\'Cr the years, the Cultural Croup performed at 
the British, l,'rel1ch and German embassies, the .\mcrican Consul's residence in Bishopscollrt and 
the \[t. .l\ebon I lotcl..\t each performance, the group offered theIr audience~ a program of 
"traditional .\frican" S1I1glllg and dancing, \\11ik~ it is ob\·ious that \Can Rensburg, a master of 
public relations, manufactured an experience with the Cultural Croup that he knew' \vould 
entertmn audiences, he did no more than Llnl\\, from the spirit that his parishioners demonstrated 
c\Try Sunday at mass. 1\ [o1'em'Cr, once van Rensburg attracted the audience's attention, hc 
worked to trans form their interest in the entertainment to financial commitments to his social 
and educational programs. Jo'inally, by pronding ,TImes for the Cultural Croup to perform 
outside of Guguletu, \'an Rensburg showed his panslllonen; that thel' had gifts that should be 
shared with others. Through his position 111 Cape Town's ,ocial network and his connections 
oyerseas, he sh()\\'cd mdiyiduals outside of C;ugu\etu that his parishioners' gifts deserved to be 
seen and e\Tn showcased, Tn the spaces he createu for these experiences, \",111 Rensburg did 











more than package his parishioners' talents into a nice show, he dissoi-<:ed a barrier between the 
1\\"0 worlds that, as a Catholic pnest, he occupIed. 
The PASTOR as Catholic militant/or peace 
It \vould be foolish for one to argue that the Church was responsible for dismantling aparrbeid in 
South .\frica or en:n that Father Pearson and yan Rensburg can be credited for the achievements 
or consolidated em:rg\' of the resi"tance mm'ements in their townships. Yet, their work should 
not be underestimated. By fulfilling their job descriptiom 111 their churches and in their 
to\Yl1ships' streets, Pearson and yan Rensburg carried religIOUS s\'mbob out of the church and 
into homes. i\Ioreon:r, they brought \\'ith them a biblical or language of liberation that 
could be used by their congregation,; in making sense of their need for political liberation. 
Opening their churches to political meeting~ ami after-school tutoring, they fulfilled important 
functions in South ,\frica's defiance campaign. Pearson opened up crhical space through the 
Church',; funeral rituals and the Church's clothes ill his participation in the deaths of sbin 
activists and - wearing hIS clssock - in mass marches on Cape TOWI1. K" Van Rcnsburg, the 
public relations wizard, di%oh-ed racial and class barriers by inyiLing \"hite Catholics to worship 
at St. Gabriel's and bl' makinfY his Sunda\' .. ~ ) ~ a tourist attraction. i\[oreoH'r, usmg his 
cultural group, ,'an Rcnsburg packaged ", \frican culture" to wealtln' and int1uential 
audiences - who in rum donated to his nlucational and :mClal programs. P('arS011 militantk 
professed a religious of political and economic liberation as he performed his pastoral 
duties in BonteheU\\'C1. I [is militancy \\'on him the respect of the actiyists to whom he in turn 
proyided a home in the Church. Van Rensburg's militanc\' dre\\' national and international 
atrennon to his parIshioners who, 1tl spite of the daih' hardships of tm\'tlship life, assembled 
weekh' to celebrate a mass together with enthusiasm amI a communil\' spirit. f lis militancy 
prcycmed the realities of GllgUletu fr0111 forgotten. Thus with bic\'cles and clssocks, 
hymns and holY \\';l1er, reH)lutionary-charged sermons and well marketed CDs, Pearson and \'al1 
Rensburg exploited their priestly roles, albeit 1n \Tn' different \vays, to im-ite peace into spaces of 
war. 
the clerics' attempts were not without their dra\ybacks. Pearson assuredly opened up 
religious, plwsical and ethIcal space, though once opened, it had to be pLTselTed. l:or priests 
working 111 to\\~nships around the c()untry during the struggle, the act of opening up the spact' 
Hn to read the of the times and responding \\~th a of hope, prophetic Chnstians 
mesheo with ;) black political culture fonnCll in the deacades follO\nng 1910, a culture that mto' open to the 
language and :'l!l1hols of rclil,r1olls protest. There was abo a moment in 1988 when Christian dcti\~isrs 










was difficult enough and many paid a price for tbe time they spent submerged in spaces of 
\'iolence and \var, By 1990, Pearson's, \nglican friend, '\Iark Thompson, had experienced all be 
could of the yiolence in BonteheU\vei: he felt as if he could offer nothing more and asked to be 
transferred, Not 'Try much later, he left the priesthood, The lessons Thompson's story offers to 
the Church and to society are beyond the scope of this chapter, :'et ~hould be considered as part 
of the \\-ider history of Bonteheuwel. 
Yan Rensburg often said that \vhen he left a parish, "he took his donors with him,"gj And this is 
nearh- what happened when he passed ;1\Vay in :::00:::_ Today, St. Gabriel's is once again struggling 
for money as contributions from m-erseas and big bminesses declined sharply in 2003, One 
could argue that ,'an Rensburg's efforts at bringing peace to Guguletu rested too heavily on his 
networking skill and larger-than-life personality and that he instigated a kind of "cult of 
personality" during his tenure at St. Gabriel's, As ,'an Rensburg's story reveals, spaces for peace 
do not stay open by themsciYes and despite ,can Rensburg':; efforts to keep them open during his 
lifetime, the,' closed soon after his death, 
'rhough this is onh' a surn:y of Pearson's and ,'an Rensburg's respecti,-e ministries and a more 
comprehensiye history needs to be written one mal- conclude from this account that ethical 
spaces \Vere realised in Bonteheuwel and Guguletu and that it was in these spaces that the 
resistance mO\Cemen t was most powerful. :\10reo\'(,'r, the two case studies rereal that Pc/(ClJ! ill 
Teni" and the uniLllle role and authority of the parish priest empowered van Rensburg and 
Pearson to wage peace In spaces of war. Neyertheless, the fact that Thompson and many of his 
fellow priests left the priesthood 111 the early 199()s and that many of Sr. Gabriel's benefacrors 
disappeared after "an Rensburg's death proH)ke some concern as to tbe long-term implications 
of indi,'idual efforts of peace building, \\"hile this chapter explores two religious militants who 
thoughtfulh- and effectiycl:' waged peace in spaces of \\'ar, it concludes that their indi,-idual 
efforts could not be sustained_ The next chapter will suggest factors that are necessary to 
smraining indiyidual and group pcacebuilding projects ))1- considering the efforts of a group of 
Illdi\'iduals commissioned b\' the Catholic hierarch\' in Zimbabwe to wage peace in that nation', 











... before a society em be considered \yell-ordered, and consonant with 
human dignity, it must be based on tnlth. St. Paul this as follmvs: 
"Purnng away lymg. speak ye the truth eyetT man '\yith his neighbour, for we are 











C b !,. TIl' 0 
"ON BEHALF OF THE BISHOPS" 
The Zimbabwe Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace Breaks the Silence 
An unexpected response 
In December 1996, l\1ike ,\uret, Director of the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in 
Zimbab\\'t" hand delinred final drafts of the 261~page 
info tbe diJlllli}cll1(o ill ,\/,i/Llbeldtlmi illid Ihl! ,\lid/III/dl', I VS()-/988 to the Bishops of Zimbabwe's 
,eyen Roman Catholic dioceses."; The report represented years of research into atrocities 
committed b\- the GOH'rnment's Fifrh Brigade in the western region of Zimbabwe. The 
following passage from the report describes the type of \-io!cnce \\'bieh was occurring 111 
\Iatabcleland and illustrates the seriousness of (he Commission's work: 
[Fifth Brigadel accused my husband of hm'Lng a gun, \\-hich be did not han'. ThlT 
shot at him_ The first two rimes the~- missed, but the third time they shot him in the 
stomach and killed him. They then beat me \-en' hard, eyen though I was pregnant. I 
told them I was pregnant and they told me I should not ha\'c children for the \vhole of 
Zimbabwe, ;\1y 111other~in-Iaw tried to plead with them, but they shouted insults at her. 
The hir me in the stomach \\ith the butt of the gun_ The unborn child broke in pieces in 
my stomach. The bab\- bO\' died inside. It \\'as God's desire that I did not die too. The . . . 
child \\-as horn afterwards, piece by piece. .\ head alone, then a an arm, the bOlh-
piece by piece_~~ 
Commissioned by the Zimbabwe Catholic Bishops Conference to report on the acti,-ities in 
.\Iatabdeland and the Midlands between 1 <)80 and 19f\8, _\uret bclie'Td that the Commissioll 
would receiYe a "good "hm\''' for their years of dedication to the project and that the Bishops 
would direct him to publish //,( Jilell(f during their meeting in Gweru in January !9()7_ 
_ \uret \\'as in for a surprise. This direction to publish was neyer g1\"en and the consensus of the 
Bishops was to first send it to Zimbabwe's President, Robert l\lugabe, and wait to publish until 
after he responded_ Thi;; was not rhe answer .\uret or the Cot11tTIlssion were looking for alld 
_\met \yalked out of the meeting disillusioned indeed_ \""hen t\H) year~ later neither l\Iugabe nor 
xl Catholic COlllllllssion for J llstice and PC;lCe I':imbabwe. B,yakillg the Si/m,t: J)ltildili.g Trm Peil(e. / I reprJ/1 
illto the [ft~ltllrlJillh'eJ ill JIaI,i/Jt'/dlill!/ ,1IId the .\/id/al/d,_ 1980·1988 (Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace 












the Bishops Conference had acknowledged the report despite it being leaked to the press and 
published by another organisation, i\uret resigned his post as Director. OS 
The following case study will explore the efforts of the Catholic Commission for Justice and 
Peace in Zimbabwe, a commission of the Zimbab\\T Catholic Bishops Conference, to uncover 
the truth about atrocities being committed in l\fatabeleland and begin a process of healing and 
reconciliation in the region. \\'11ere the pre"ious case study offers two detailed accounts of 
Catholic ministering amidst violence in South ~\frica's to\\'tlships, this chapter will present 
the ackocacr work of a Catholic lay organisation under the direction of the Bi:·;}1OpS on behalf of 
the Ndebele people of Zimbabwe. ,\s the previolls paragraph suggests, the \vork of the 
Commission was neither acknowledged by the Zimbabwean government nor appreciated by the 
Bishops, Neyertheless, in speaking the truth in spaces of violence and ignorance, J\uret and his 
staff assuredl:' \,>aged peace on behalf of those who could not. Thus not only will this chapter 
present the stor:' of how these Catholic actors built peace by reycaling the truth, it will re\Tal a 
tension bet\wen the Catholic hierarchy and its la\' justice and peace commission. 
Gukuruhundi in Matabeleland 
~ratabeleland is a prm'ince in western Zimbab\\'C home to the nation's mi11()riry ethnic group, the 
Ndcbele. According to gmTrnmcnt statistics, the Ndebcle represent 1 S" <) of Zimbabwe's 
population whereas the largest ethnic group, the Shona, make up 82°/(J.X(, During Zimbab\ve's 
liberation war in the 197()s and in the first :'ears after mdepcndcnce, these ethnic groups also 
represented the two principle nationalist factions in Southern Rh()(\ei;ia and, later, the m'o 
political parties in the new Republic of Zimbabwe. The Shona~dominated Zimbabwe. \frican 
National L'nion L') \vas led hy the Re\'Crcnd Ndabaningl Sithole and later bv Robert 
~rugabe. Concentrated in Matabdcland, the :\Jdebclc~dominated Zimbabwe African People's 
L'nion (Z,\PL') was led by Joshua Nkomo .. \lrhough L\NL' and Z,\Pl' leaders negotiated as a 
united block at the Lancaster I fouse Conference, which payed the \yay to Zimbab\'\;e's 
independence in 19RO, a true coalition did not suryi\'c the first year of the new republic. Ilis eyes 
focused on a one~parry state after \\'innltlg a landslide \'tctmT in Zimbabwe's first democratic 
.\lichad ,\uret, Inren:iew; ,\bo sec Cunthn Siml1lermachn and .\Iichat! Rassool, "\\hy .\lugabe is 
scared: Inten'iew with human right,; ,'ueran, :\like ,\urer," Tbe Jlm/he/'ll em...... [·'ehman' and [;L 
O~kar \\'ermter. ".\like ~ \uru resigns as dIrector of cq&P," Clf/Joli( ell/lre/, ""eIl'J.fG (July - , \ugu;;t 19()9). 
[article onlineJ; ;jy,lilable from /.imbahwe Catholic Bishops' Conferencc wcbsite, 
~~~~~ .. "'''''='''=~'~~~''",,, Internet; accessed 30 JanualT 2()fi.f. 
"" The white population, most of whom are descemlenrs of Britl;;h settlers from the colomal era !lumbered 
some 223,000 people in the ll1id~ 191-)110', although the numbers had fallen to ~S,OOO b\' 200U. In additton, 











election, Z.\NU's Robert J\Iugabe wasted little time in consolidating and securing his authority 
while curbing the intluence of Joshua Nkomo and Z"\PL', .\t the same time, armed bandits, 
labelled as "dissidents", started operating in :'fatabelcland, Belin-cd to be dissatisfied former 
members of ZIPRA, ZAPU's militarl' wing, the "dissidents" gUlckly met swift retribution from 
l\Iugabe and his particularly ,-icious Fifth Brigade, Unf(lrtunarely for ~debde ci,-ilians, no region 
in Zimbabwe \\'as more affected by the L\:NU/Z"\PL~ clash and the exceedingly harsh tactics of 
the Fifth Bngade that 1\fugabe recruited to fight "the dissidents" than Matabddand, Wl1ile the 
majority of Zimbabweans, as well as lTIany international leaders, praised 1\lugabe for his early 
leadership and aggressiye de,-dopment projects, the Ndebele, a people caught in the middle of a 
particularly brutal political 
suffering, 
and some would sal- ethnic or tribal cont1ict endured untold 
To place the 1\latabeleland conflict into proper context, a \\-ider historical "iew is required, Cecil 
John Rhode~ claimed the land now knowll as Zimbab\\-e for the British in the late nineteenth 
century, British subjects proceeded to ,ettle in the cc)lom' of Southern Rhodes!a during (he tlrst 
half of the twentieth centun-, In 1965, the white-dominated Rhodesian Front administration of 
Prime ;\linister Ian Smith made an illegal L nilateral Declaratioll of Independence (UDT) for 
Rhodesia from the United I<.ingdom, l'"ollowing L-Dl, Southern Rhodesia sunk into economic 
depreSSIOn as the international community imposed sanctions anc! black nationalists fought for 
majority rule, L\PC and Zl\NU \\-isdy merged their military efforts in 1976 in the uneasv 
Patriotic Front alliance and essentially put Smith's gcwernment on notice. In 1979, Ian Smith and 
the I'DI administration, in an eff'()rt to maintain power, concluded an "international settlement" 
with some black nationalists led b\' Bishop "\bel ;\Iuzore\\'a, who subse<.Juently became 
Rhodesia's first black Prime 1\Iinister. Later in 1979, all parties participated in the Lancaster 
House Conference in London, which concluded with an independence settlement consisting of a 
llC\\' constitution and conditions for a transition period and ceasefire, The Rhodesian Catholic 
Cornmlssion for Justice and Peace, the precursor to Zimbabwe's Commission, pla\'cd no small 
role in the ew'nts which led to the success at Lancaster llollsc, L ncm'cring and fighting the 
injustices of the Smith regime in the press and the counroom, facilitating C011Yersarion between 
Z"'NU and Z,\PC and drawing on resources and contacts m'tTSeas, mcluding Pope John Paul II, 
the Rhodesian Commission created many of the conditions which made the cont1ict ripe for 
x- See Diana ,".nret, The Calho/i, COl1/1Jlli.,.IOli alid Pe(,,'e looks /Ja,k (/f fbe /"u/ /J}'m1r 
Ie,II:I", 19-::}-/99:} (Gwcru, Zimh,d),,"c: \Iambo Press, 1')92); Ian L1l1Jen, Tlit' Calholic' ell/Ill-/; alld Ibe 
7.illl/J,,{;1I' (London: Longman Group r ,rd" 1 ()8U); Ron KradH1L "'Tramirion from RhodeSIa to Zimbabwe: 
The Role of Religiolls . \ctofs," ill nil' Di!il('/f.\I'JII i;( (xl:;. Doughs.J ohm ton and 










In Zimbab\ve's first democratic elections, which followeu the Lancaster Home Conference in 
February 1980, Robert I\lugabe's party, now called Z.\NC-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) won S7 
of the eight\< "common roll" seats. Joshua Nkorno's Patriotic Front (effectively ZAPU) party 
won t\\;enty seats and Bishop J\fuzorewa's party took thn'e seats< The Rhodesia Front won all 
twent\' seats \\'hich the new constitution reserved for the white nl1llOnty. Re\'erend Canaan 
Banana became Zimbabwe's first Presiuent, \vith ceremonial duties only, and Robert Mugabc 
became Prime Minister, leading a collation gc)Yernmellt. \\ith the nlidation of the elections and 
the withdrawal of British troops, a n('\\< Zirnbab\ve was borne. 
"\cconling to Richard Hodder-\\.<illiams, .\Iugabe's gonmment inherited two distinct sets of 
problems after independence in "\pril 19S0. Firstly, because guerrilla war had ranged large areas 
of the country, displaced hundreds of th()u~ands of people, destroyed schools and clinics, and 
seriously damaged the economy's infrastructure, i'-lugabe fought an uphill battle in rebuilding the 
COllntry. I 10dder-\\'illiams aptly obsen'es: 
Faced with a major internal refugee problem and the need for ph\'sical regeneration, am' 
gmTrnment, especially one whose expertence had largely been determined by the prison 
cell or the guerrilla cadre, was bound to be m'envhelmed \w the enormity and \Cariety of 
problems to be resolved. 
l\Iugabe's second problem set was ;;tructural and ideological 111 nature. Despite Zimbabwe being 
one of the most modern and industrialised nations in ,\frica, the nation's economy was 
dominated either by external companies and states, most notably South .\frica, or b\' the same 
white population against \\'ho\l1 the guerrilla war had been fought. Simply put, although ZANU 
\\'on control of Zimbabwe' political structure, their alh'ersaries remained economically dominant . 
. \ student of l\larxist-Leninist s()ciali~m, f\Iugabe sought to transform thl~ power structure 111 
Zimbab\\'C \\'irh a~~ressiye socialist policies: hmHTer, the l1e\\' Prime ""Iiniqer found it difficult to 
meet his country's popular demand;; and to cope with the initial challenges of the war. Nature 
was not on the Z,\Nl' Gon:rnment's SIde either: after one year of bumper rainfall, a se\'Cre 
drought deY<1stated a sizeable section of the cOlllltry .. \5 a re;;ult of these circumstances and 
de;;pire ""Iugabe increasing the minimum wage, Zllnbab\\'C', ,;tandard of liying declined \vhilc its 
cost of h\'ing, transport and food costs, rents, and consumer goods prices escalated. 1\loreo\'er, 
.\Iugabc failed to make good on his promises for land redi,tribution or new jobs. Despite his 
hopeful rhetoric and de;;c1opment projects, the countn"s economic future looked gmTI, 
Times were particularly tough in l\larabcleland, where the historical di\'ision of land between the 
races was more disalh'antageous to blacks than in J\fashonaland. Thus there \\'as greater pressure 
Rich,H'd I Iodder-\\'illiams, "Conflict ill Zimbabwe: The .\Iarahelcland Problem," Pamphlet, Institute for 











on the land a,'ailable from Ndebele peasants, but little fertile and well-watered land :n'ailablc for 
purchase and redistribution, One could argue that the~e depressed economic conditions and 
Ndebele's ,'ie\v of l\Iugabe's ZAN U regime as unsympathetic to their concerns were responsible 
for the increasing instances of armed robbery and murder 111 the ~Iatabeleland region, ;\ccording 
to Hodcler-\\'illiams, instances of armed robbery and murder occurred throughout Zimbabwe 
since the nation's birth, but in l\Iatabeleland they continued longer and more regularly as groups 
of ex-ZIPR.\ "dissidents" exploited their 111ilitan' strength "to prm'ide money for their continued 
existence and notoriety for their cause." Hodder-\X'illiams obselTes: 
They han: robbed banks or hijacked army ,'ehides: thev ha\T murdered and isolated 
farmers and non-cooperath'e headman: Ihe\' han' abducted tourists and killed 
mISSIOnaries. 
1\lal1\' of these \'iolent acts were followed by demands for the release of Z.\Pl' politiciam or 
Z,\NL\ military leaders \".hile other crime,; had seemingly no politicalmoti\T, beyond denying 
the state authorities from controlling one part of the counrry. 
The disco\Tn' of large cashes of arms on Z.\PL' -owned properties in l\Iatabcleiand in 1 ;ebruary 
198:2 led to the dismissal of J'.:komo and his allies. This prO\'ide the Goyernment the perfect 
moti'-ation to engage in the "dissident" disorder with great force: under the of keeping the 
rural areas safe, \fugabe soldiers would stomp our the Z. \PL' influence that threatened to keep 
:\fugabe from his one-party state. Thus the Gon:rnment responded to the "dissident" problem 
b\ sending the North Korean-trained Fifth Brigade to i\Iarabelcland in early 1983 to quell dissent, 
in a campaign known as the ClIk£1l1t!l/lildi "the rain which \yashes away the chaff before the 
singing ram, The Shona-dominated Fifth Brigade \\'as accused of committing atrocities agaimt 
ci,-ilians 111 its pacification campaign and it alienated support for the Gtwernment amongst 
i\Iatabeldand';; Ndebele population. It has been estimated (hat at least 5,!)()() and as mallY as 
lO,OOO to :20,000 ci,-ilians died during the Fifth Brigade"; campaign between 1983 and 1986,H'J 
The Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace visits Matabeleland 
:\fter independence, the Rhodesian Comml,;sion reorganized its leadership and refocused its 
efforts on imprm'ing the living conditiuns of Zimbabweans in their newk established nation. In 
Noyember 1982, the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in Zimbabwe assembled to 
discuss its new direction and prioritise goals and responsibilities, . \ccording to i\like Auret, on 
X') \[ugahe also wreaked havoc on the \L1raheleland region in a food embargo beginmng in January 10R-+. 
,\frer three years of draught, -+OO,O()() people in the South \Lttabeleland prm'ince were dependent on 
emcrgenu supplies. ?\Iugabe imposed his embargo halting the aid for four terrible months. The 
number of indiyiduals who stan'ed during thm;e months is unknown bur there are reports that the :\idebele 










the top of the list were: concerns about the Indemnity and Compensation. \ct, the state of affairs 
in Bulawayo's townships, the Emergency Po\vers Regulations and increasing complaints about 
the brutality of the North Korean .. trained hfth Brigade in l\Ialabclcland.'J" l'ltimately, it was the 
Fifth Brigade that kept the Commission occupied far 
expected at the time, 
than any of them could have 
Sometime in early 1 the Commission's central offices in I Jarare recein~d a call from a worker 
in the BuJawan) oftice about the bmtalit\" of l\Iugabe's Fifth Brigade, .\uret explains that initially, 
the Commission did not disapprove of the Gm'ernment :;ending in troops to address the 
disorder that they beJie\Td dissidents were causing in l\fatabcleland: howen:r, they \vere assuredly 
"taken aback" b,' the reports that began trickling 1I1tO the Commission's office in January and 
Febmary 1082, On 1 S Febmary, .\uret visited the region to discern the situation for himself; 
\vhat he discoyered still horrifies him to this day. \\'hile many of those he met in l\Iatabcldand 
\\-ere reluctant to to him out of fear of the GCY',-emment and the Fifth Brigade, he did 
manage to some idea of the atrocities being committed in the from the individuals 
\\-ho would talk to him. Amet learned that while the Gm-emment justified its deployment of the 
Fifth Brigade as a necessary force against the "diSSIdents", the reality was that these yiciously 
trained soldier::; \vere ordinary people in \'illages and farms. . \uret recalls standing at the 
top of a deep \'alley, \vhich had formally been the site of a ,-illage, and listening to the story of 
how "the Fifth Brigade started at the top of the nlltT and killed e\TITone in it." Needless to say, 
_ \uret returned to the Commission's headquarters in I Iarare determined to itlyestigate the extent 
of the hfth Brigade's bmtnlity and petition :\Iugabe to haye it stopped .. \t this point in time, the 
Commission had no reason to belie\Te that \Iugabe \\;ould not be open to pulling back his Pifth 
Brigade once he knew of the atrocities being committed in :\latabclcland . 
. \s the press was nut reporting the l'xce:,ses of the Fifth Brigade, the Commission assumed the 
respol1:::ibiliry of the situation and sharing their tindings with the Gm-ernmcnt, and if 
necessary, the national or international media, This was the approach they had with the 
Rhodesian Front and though the Commission did not expect that they would be again pla\'ing 
this role under l\lugabc's Government, they remained just as committed to protecting the rights 
of Zimbabweans under Robert ;\Iugabe ;'IS the,- had been under Ian Smith. The Commission 
assigned Dorira Ficld, a journalist from Northern Ireland, the task of completing a report on the 
atrocities in the region, It took her six \\Teks to finish the report, which became the first 
document to record the violence in l\[atabelcland and the suffertng of the Ndebele people in the 











Beginning during Smith's Governmcnt, the Commission had maintained a policy that it \\,ould 
not go public with its lIndings unless the Gm'crnment did not accept them. Smith nc\-er did 
accept them, nor \vould he meet with the Commission, and 00 they always \\Tnt public in those 
days. 1'.lugabe, on the other hand, did agree to a meeting concerning their report in March 1983, 
Two bishop::; joined L\uret 111 his conference with ;\Iugabe: _\uxiliary Bishop of .\[urare, Patrick 
l\Iutume, and the Bishop of Bulawayo, I Icmy Karlen, The group brought with them their report 
as \yell as a copy of the Bishop's Pastoral J .etter, Re({Jllcilia!ioll i, Slii/ Pw·yib/e, "\ccording to Alire!, 
the Prime l\.Iinister "showed great concern" and agreed to im-cstigate their tIndings; however, the 
following day, the press attacked the Catholic Church for stirring trouble and published i\Iugabe's 
denial of am' excesses of his Fifth Brigade. 
,\s reports of Fifth Brigade bmtalities continued to Hood the Commission's office, met with 
0.Iugabe for a second time with another report in hand in July 1983. /\uret recalls that the 
Commission did not publish their first report because l\Iugabe did withdraw the Fifth Brigade 
but for a short rime, At the July meeting, i\lugabe and the Commission officers were joined 
by ministers of the ero, the police and the bead of the arm\', ,\ccording to Allret, Mugabe 
listened in "fairl~' stony silence" to the Commission's report and then "went out of his \Va\' to 
ease fears" that these actions \vould continue. The meeting concluded with a promise from 
Mugabe to establish a committee to collect tnfonnation on the \fatabekland situation and 
publish their findings. ~\nd this time, l\Iugabe followed through \\'ith his promise and set up the 
committee a few weeks later. Unfortunately, It soon became clear that the committee was not 
serious about getting to the truth of the problems plaguing the .\Jdebele of Mambeleland. One 
way they made this e\,ident was their scheduling only one elm· for the Commission to present its 
report. L'nder protest, the committee extended to three but it still did not pro\'ide them enough 
time for a thorough presentation. ,\urer also adds that he knew that there was something not 
right about proceedings when i\Iike Shutte, \\'ho selyed on the committee and who had been 
friends with ~\uret since their time in the army tol'cther. left the counttT as soon as the 
. c' ~ 
GmTrnment published the report that essentially exonerated the Fifth Brigade. 
During this time, ~\uret made \'isit::; to the !\[atabeldantl pro"inces en'1'\' two \veeks. I Ie 
continued to nlll into the obstacle of people's fear of the Fifth Brigade which proyoked an 
unwillingness to talk with hun. Relying on his connection with the local Catholic parishes and 
the people's feelings of safety in Catholic churches, .\met would often go into the confessional 
and haye people tell him their stories there. c\s the Commission continued to recel\-e reports 
from the ~orth and South f'..Iatabcleiand prm'inces through 1984 and the media printed nothing, 
,\urct began sending some of the C:ommi~sion's finding~ to newspapers oyerseas, including: }\t'iiJ 











~\uret was supported in these efforts by the bishop of Bi:,;}lOp Karlen, \vho contributed his own 
set of strong statements to the ne\vspapers. 
~\fter rhe 1985 elections, the \'iolence escalated 111 J\Iataheleiand.')1 ZA~l; started burning 
granarie::; and reports of murders, house burnings, political mobs and mass gnwes were Hooding 
1I1to the Commission each day. ~\s the press kept silcnr, many Zimbabweans kne\v nothing of 
what \\'as happening 111 I\Iatabe!eland. Thus" \uret began to gi"e public speeches about the 
human rights yiolations of the I :ifth Brigade. I Ie spoke at Rotary meetings and often at the 
Parkland I IOIe! in Harare. ,\t the same time, the Commission continued to collect information 
and produce reports. They held back at publishing their first four reports because l\Iugabe 
reacted correctiyely to each one; unfortunately, each correction proyed to be temporary and the 
hfth Brigade remainedY:: In l\fay 1980, the Commis,;ion spoke out against the banning of Z, \PU 
\\'hich resulted in the ten-hour arrest of "-£ike ~ \uret and sen::ral other Commission members 
being detained. 
[\[ugabe finally \\'ithdrew the Brigade in 1986: hO\Ve\Tr. its members were incorporated into the 
regular forces. _\fter the 1987 Cnity ~\ccords between L\PL- and Z_\NU-PF achie\-ed J\[ugabe's 
plans for a one-party state in Zimbabwe and Z"\NC-PFs k,ck on the Go\Trnment, the atrocities 
stopped. \\'ith political opposition sl]udched, [\Iugabe no longer relluired such extreme policing 
of the Z"\PC-dominatcd r.Iatabeleland region. _\norher signal of T\fugabe's confidence in his 
political control of the country came in 1 ()9() with his repeal of the F,mergency Powers 
Regulations. Lifting of these regulations, which had been in existence s1I1ce Ian Smith first 
instituted them 111 1965, did away with the Government's extra legal p()\vers, many of which had 
aUmH'd for the mfringement of basic human nghts. .\ccorcling to /he Silence 
Tme Zimbabwe's human rights record in the mid 1990;;, while still not perfect, was better 
than it had eH'11 been since Independence in 1980. 
'JI The CommiSSIOn obsenTd these elections ami despite I..\\:L: \'lolence aml propaganda at the time, they 
bdien:d thar it was representative of the \'oters of I.unbahwe, ~"uret has heen criticised for tlus 
a,;smnption; howen:r, he still argues that I.imhabwe~!ll H!ters still belie\Td that :-Iugahe would take the 
coumr\' in the direction he promi,ed, ,\uret,Interne\\·. 
I ~ater, in 1 ()S-, the CommIssion published "_\ report on the practices of torture and brutality employed 
hr members of the "l'curin~ :,en·ices of Zimb~lbwe III the im'estigations of criminat subyersive or political 
acti\·iti6 of citizem of thts coumry, to the Zimbab\\·e (:atholic Bishop's Conference." (25 January 198~) . 
. \ftcr pre,;enring the report to the Bishops amI recel\l!lg its apprm'al, the Commission distributed the 
report to ~ \rmr, Police and cro stations 111 the Zimbabwe, making it the most widel, circulated document 
at the rime. The:· also made the report <\\·ailable to the public and suhse4uenril- saw ,\ dramatic decrease in 
the number of elses of bmtality being reponed to the Commission. The Commission summarizes the 
Il1tenr of the report with the following: "ThIS report is nmy made public in order to inform citizens of their 
nghts with regard to any form of torture and to remind the forces of Law and Order of its contents. \\·e 
hope thM its publication will sen-e as the basis for the complete erat!Jcatioll of torture from I.imlmbwe and 










Breaking the Silence - Building True Peace 
ThIS break of yiolcnce in Zimbabwe in the 199()s afforded the Commission an opportunity to 
begin efforts aimed at healing and reconciliation. ,\ccording to Auret, the Commission was the 
only human organisation in Zimbabwe to deal ,'-lth the first generation of civil 
abuses in MatabclclamL In 198·-k the Resources Foundation started \\-orking on women's 
rights and ZimRights opened 111 the 1990s, but during the tumultuous 1980::; in Matabeleland, the 
Commission \\'lIS the Ndebcle's only lIdn)clIte. ,\uret remembers the period as "a lonely time". 
f-Iowe'Tr, he continued with his \vork for the Commission, first as Chairperson, then as 
Educational Officer and finally as Director beginning in 19<)2.li 
. \ ure t':.: first H'ars as Director were on the whole, quiet ones in Zimbllb\ve. \\'ith the signing of 
the Cnin' . \cc<mis, the withdrawal of the hfth Brigade and the repeal of the Emergency Pmver 
Regulations, ;\[ugabe's Z,\:-JU gm'ernment seemed content with its political power. 
Ne\Trthcless, the Commission knew that although the atrocities had ceased in I\latabeleland, the 
suffering remained. A Catholic organi~ati()n, \\'hich took the directi\-es of P,h'cm ill Tmir 
seriously, the Commission believed that reconciliation \\"as only possible once the tmth had been 
reyealed and conSidered their advocaC\' \vork for the Ndebde to be untlnished. In late 1992 or 
early 1993, ,\uret wrote a letter to the Bishops esplall1l11g the need for a comprehensi\T report on 
the atrocities committed in Matabclcland and the ~[idlat1ds region in order for the Ndebde to 
begin the healing process. The Bishops responded with their appronll and the Commission, with 
some assistance by the Legal Resources h)undation, began irs research in 1 <)9-1-. 
;\Iike ,\uret commissioned Sheri Eppel, a \-eteran of the anti-aparthe1Lj struV,glc in South ,\frica, 
to complete the rnaJority of the research. Fppel was aided In' an Ndebcle translator.'}.l Auret 
defined the [epo[t as a project for the past, present and future: 
"~I "\uret. 
The purpose of this report is to record for posterity whar transpired in our post-
lIldependence era. \Ve want the to acknmdedge (hat the massacres took 
place and also to make an apology to the rclati,-es of the ,-ictims and find \va:-s of 
the affected dependents of the \'ictims:" 
';I (Jill!'l!t:riltif}/U wi!h f-fir/or)'.' TIl.dilule 0/ 1i1/t!mr/IIOIla! J/lltl!l!j. C'C Berkeley. Community Trauma: 
Exhumation and Ritual lt1 Zimbabwe: Conversation with Shari Eppd, f Inman Rights _ \cli\'15t." Interview 
with Ifarry Kre/,er and Shari Eppel. ~-I- _\pnl :200[, lradio tramcript onlinel; <\\'ailable from UC Berkeley 
website, Internet; accessed 13 
FebmalT ~()().t. 
T ,eWIS Gaha, "I.unbabwe: ,\ chronicle of post lI1depemlt:nce 11u,5acre," [YClI'J (16 July 199~)" 
[article onlinel; <lyailable from Onc\\"ord ~ew, Sef\'ice website, 











Set off with these inspiring instructions but without great resources, Eppcl concentrated her 
efforts on two \'illages in Matabclclanel: Kyamandlonl and I\fatobo (Kezi), Intenriewing 1,000 
people, she spent three months of collections in one distnct and approXImately one month in the 
other. I t is 1mportant to note that the information Eppel reccin:d \\'as \'oluntary and not a 
random sun'e\', Thus when compiling her findings, she could not extrapolate the data to 
illustrate how significant the consecluences of the massacrcs were, Nc\'crthdess, Eppel argues 
that she \yas able to present some good indicators of the extent of the \·iolence but that it was a 
challenge: 
., .we did get a lot of information coming In about these massacres. 1\nd because 
nothing was out there, I had to put thIS together in terms of time scale and say, "\\'ell, 
we ha\'e an epidemic lof \'io1encel during these mOllths, and then a year bter, the 
strategy changed in certain ways." To put ,hat together from about a thousand 
indi,-idual testaments which we took during those :Tars \\"as a real chalienge.'J(, 
Despite these ti:ustrations, Eppel remained disciplined in her research and committed to, in her 
words, "her human rights work." Eppd that her job description included gathering 
information, chronicling what happcned, being affected and outraged b\' her discm,-cries and then 
communicating the information. \Virh the help of the Commission's staff and resources and the 
LRF, Eppel communicated her research in a ~61-page report, Hre"kil!~ f/JI! Silel1(e - Huildil(S Fme 
Pee/,-e .' J 
The final draft, ready by December 1996, concluded that 7,000 Ndebde were massacred in the 
T\Iatabcleland and l\1idlands regions between 1980 and 1908 .. \!though Eppel accounts for ~,OUO 
kno\\,11 dead in her two case studies, she that because of the yery small \'oluntary data 
collection process, that ~,OOO was "clearly the tip of the iceberg" and would argue that the 
number of yicums is more il1 the IO,noo to .20,00(1 range. Lppd offers a concise summary of 
some of her findings: 
I n the space of six weeks in 1903, thousands of people were massacred _. men, women, 
and children. And it was blatant, it was \"Cry crude, People \,'ere just rounded up to 
,;chools, bore holes, they \\Tre beaten, they \\-ere forced to dig their own graves, and then 
tht.T were shot into the gra\-cs. 'I 'his included the \HHllen: at times, children. People 
\\Trl' put 111 a but, thirty, forty pcople in a hut, and then the hut would be set on fire and 
burnt down, So there was widespread massacres, but the curfew \Vas so effective that 
\Try little ne\\-5 of this actually leaked out _ \nd \\hen it did, the International communit\· 
played it down. They didn't want to belieye that 0.Iugabe, who was \Tn- well respecred 
internationally could be capable of such a thing, 
Eppd recalls that \\·hen she first started to collect statel11Ctlb, she was "m-envhclmed \vith pain 
and anger" oyer stories like the one mentioned abcn·e. .\ccording to Eppd, she u::;ed to walk 
'>{, EppeL 
,,- Catholic Commission for Justicc and Peace Zimhabwe, (/I,. Siloh'e: B!/jldl!l~ Tme P"""8. A re/Jor! 
illio 1/,1' di'/!I!/Jell/(t'J ill jl"labe/e/eJild tim/ the. \ fit/lellld.-. '980-/988 (Catholic CommiSSIOn for 1 mtKc and Peace in 











around the house at 3:00 in the morning and tll1nk, "Hu\\' didn't \w know? Hmv come we didn't 
knmv this was happening?" h was tbis \videspread ignorance in Zimbabwe and around the \\i-orld 
that motivated the Commission to produce t/le Si/ewe amI despite the Bishop's 
disapprm-al, remain committed to seeing it published_ \\'here the Commission engaged in 
spaces of violence \vith their early reports and J\Iugabe con ferences in the 1980s, they now 
brought the truth to spaces of ignorance_ Their goal was the same in both: reconciliation and 
peace. 
Bn'tlkil{g the Silellce is di':ided into four parts. Part One introduces the Matabelc1and conflict and 
pnlyides a historical o\'ervie\v and useful background informacion on the nation's geography and 
climate, the nation's data collection process and the important tndi"iduals and groups ilwoh-ed. 
I-'ocusing on t\H) case studies, Part ]\\'0 presents the results of Eppel's interyiews and 
conclusions on a massacre in the ,-illage of Nyamandloyu and the impact of J\Iugabe\ food 
embargo on the "ill age of Matobo (Kezi), Part Two also includes the CommisslOn's findings 
from other areas. Part Three offers the implications and COllSel]lIenCes of the results. hnally, in 
Pan Four, tbe Commission offers its recommendations_ whICh include for: national 
acknowledgment, human rights violators, legal amendments, human remains, health, communal 
reparation and the future, 
c\lthough the Bishops did not permit the Commission to publish the report until ivlugabe 
acknowledged it, \\'hich he has yet to /bl! Sil,""l' reached the public through other 
means. In June 1997, with ,\urct overseas, the repun \\'as leaked to South ,\frica's Maii IIlId 
Gut/lt/iall, some suggest the LRF as the culprits, and published on their websitt:. It was later 
published in paper form the I,egal Resources Foundations at \\'hich time the Catholic Bishops 
crafted an angn" letter in rt:sponse to LRf<'. \\11ilc it is difficult to understand the Bishops', who 
commissioned the report in the first place, refusal to acknowledge the report once it had been 
completed. Some contend that the Bishops long relationship with i\Iugabc, particularly the 
Shona bishops many of \vl1om went to the same Jesuit ~ch()ob as Zimbabwe, and their desires to 
keep the peace and their authority in l\lugabe's Zimbabwe coloured their decision-making in 
regards to the report. E,-en today, when Mugabe's ruk is as oppresslye as it ever has been, only 
one bishop, Pius ~cube of Bulawayo, has the courage to speak the truth as the Commission had 
done before him. 











Despite the tension between the hierarchy and the Commission, Breakilzg the Silence has remained 
an important record of the suffering endured by the people of ~Iatabeleland, who lived in spaces 
of cont1ict for eight years. Nearly all scholars writing about Zimbabwe history or current e\'ents 
today refer to the Commission's report. In her analysis of the dissident perspectl\Ts during the 
cont1ict, J oceh'n ~\lexander comments on the thoroughness of the report: 
The most thorough account to date, this extraordinary report combines a thorough 
examination of the widest possible range of sources, including the press, hospital records 
and the contemporary reports of the Catholic Commission \\'ith two interview-based 
case studies.'i~ 
Journalist Da\·id Blair praised the Commission's attention to detail 111 his account of the 
.\Iatabclcland conflict: 
.\ remarkable report, 13reakilzg tlie Sill'lJ(1' - H!lildiIZ~ Tme jJCi/(C, later documented the 
atrocities with meticulous accuracy and fairness. It is in the ra\v, \'erbatim testimony of 
the \'ictims that the true horror of Fifth Brigade's murderous campaign is exposed.'!') 
I t is clear from these accolades that. \uret achilTed his mission for BuildilZZ Pech'e as an historical 
document for posterity. Ilowen,'r, perhaps what is more important is the impact of the 
document, and all of the Commission's \vork in ~Iatabclcland, on the present and the future. 
\\11en discmsing the ~Iatabeleland conflict, .-\uret likes to answer the question: "\\'hat is peace 
for 0.Iatabclcland?" \\'ith a simple ans\\'er, "truth-telling!" Tlms in completing the report, the 
Commission became an alkocate for a group of people to \\'hom no one would listen. The 
efforts of their adnxate offered them a listening car and later, the tools and the processes 
necessary to reC()\'er from the truth that had been shared and to build a healthier and more just 
future. l'ltimateh-, the blindness of the Catholic Bishops and the abuses of Mugabe's ZAN U 
Co\Trnment cut short the Commission's adnKacy work and closed the spaces for peace too 
socm in !:imbabwe. The next case study will demonstrate the possibilities when the grassroots, 
the hierarch,' and the NCO cooperate. Not onh- arc the,' able to \\'age a richer campaign for 
peace, but the\' find ways to sustain that peace in the long term. 
".' Iocelnl ,\lexander, Joann .\IcCregor and Terence Ranger, r 'io/elh't' alld .Hm/lli)'." Ol!e f{lIndred ) 'cary in tile 
"J),'rk Fon'JiJ" a/.1 [a/abe/e/alill (Cape Town: Dand Phillip, 21 II I()), 1-:;, 












In their deliberations together, let men and women of outManding wisdom and 
int1uence serious thought to the problem of achieying a more human 
adjustment of rdations bCt\\'('en States throughout the \\'or!cl. It must be an 
adjustmcnt that is based on mutual trust, sincerity In negotiation, and the faithful 
fulfilment of oblig,uions assumed. E\'eIY a'pect of the problem must be 
exammed, so that e\Tntually there ma\' emerge sorne point of from 
which to initiate treaties \vhich are sincere, lasting, and beneficial in their effects. 












"A LAY COMMUNITY OF FRIENDS" 
Communita di Sant'Egidio Mediates an End to Mozambique's Civil War 
Roman Hospitality 
In Jamnry 1991. Cameron I-fume of the LS. State Department and Fr. ).Iatteo Zuppi of the 
COil/IlI/lllilli r!i Jail! Egidio met for coffee in the Tras te,'ere district of Rome, ItalY.!" 1 ,\n ObStT\Tr 
of the two mtdd1caged, professionally-dressed men would ha\'(~ paid little attention to what must 
han; appeared to be a business meeting or more likely, a light-hearted chat between friends - and 
perhap:; that is what it was, ,\lthough I Iume and Zuppi had onh- recently been introduced, their 
relationship demonstrated mutual respect and eH'!1 affection almost lInmediate!v. It \\'(mld haye 
been apparent to the obscn'cr of the ,\merlcan diplomat and the Italian clerIC that Zuppi was, 
like an~- good Italian host, dOll1g mo,;t of the talking and gesticulating as he introduced his new 
friend to Roman hospitality and cuisine. Neycrthdes;;, the (\\'0 shared more than anecdotes oyer 
their extra-strong espre%o and day-old biKotti. For nearh- "cYen month;;, J\Iatteo Zuppi had 
been participating 111 a team of volunteers charged \\'ith brokering peace in war-torn J\lozambillue 
at Sant'f':gidio head(luarrers in the Trasteyere. 11I2 Depu(\' chief of mission at the U,S. Embas~y to 
Sec, Caml'foll Ilul11c had been recently commi~si()ncd to obselTe rhe;;e talks and to 
offer technical as;;istance to Sant'Fgidio as they mOH:d forward. _ \ community of exceptionally 
dew)ted and predol11l11antl\' lay Roman Catholics, Sant'Fgidio maintained a remarkable resume of 
SetTleC to the poor and humanitarian aid to Third \\'orld nations bur had zero cxpenence with 
the t\'!1l' of high-len'] mediation rC(luired to rcsol\-e l\Iozambil]uc's thirtcctl-\-ear old and 
1·'1 Translated into English, COlll!lllfll/la eli j'alll'hg/dio is Commullm of St. Giles, 
Uf the four official mcdiators \vho madc up this team, two \\'ere members of Sant'Egidio; .'.Iatteo 
Zuppi, p,lrIsh prieM in the TmstC\Tre neIghbourhood of Romc and. \ndrea H.icclrdi, professor of history 
alllileader of the Community smce It's founding, Jaime Concalne" .\rchbi~hop of MozamlnLJue and 
long,time friend of the Communin, and .'.!ario Raffaelli, who repre::;ented the Italian go\Tmment as the 
group', clull'lnan, completed the group .. \lthough onh" half of the mediators \\·ere official members of 
Sam'l :gldlO. thu' each embraced the ethos of the Community and all talks were held ,n Sant'Egidio 












particularh· bloody ciyil war. Thus despite appearances, the exchange between Hume and Zuppi 
must haye consisted of a good deal more than mere friendly banter. II'; 
Although J fume's instructions were to obset\·e the negotiations, r('port regularly to \Vashingtoll 
and offer assistance when warranted, i\fatteo Zuppi \...-as not ignorant to the fact that any 
sustainable peace agreement reached in Rome \,·ould reguire the ttlll backing of the LJ nited 
Nation:;. the international community and especially the l'nited States during the impIernentatiol1 
stages. . \ friendk rapport with flume would be essentiaL Thus the naturally personable and 
outgoing I wli:m priest wasted little time 111 demonstrating the nlues and goals of Sant'Egidio to 
IllS important guest. 
"A Lav Community of Friends" . . 
.\ccording to R. Scott .\ppleby. Sant'Egldio \yas "one of the fruits of Roman Catholicism's 
internal reyolution of the 1 <J60S."IiI. One could argue that if SantTgidio was 011(' of the 
the Second Yatican Council was one of the seeds and Pope John :-.:::-.::rn the hand that sowed it: 
for 111 three short years, the Council called to Rome by the pope assun.:dh· breathed new life and 
introduced significant reform into an old Church. The result was not ()nl~· fresh Church 
on a myriad of contemporary subjects but also a wan:' of opumism and recommitted energy to 
li\·ing Christianity's Gospel message.I"s Few places experienced this energy more acutely than 
Rome itself. Thus it should come as no surpri:>e that it was at Yirgil Iligh School in Rome's 
poorest and most di\Trse neighbourhood that the first meeting of a community that would later 
be kno\\·n as Sant'Fgidio took place on 7 February 1968. Rdlecting on Sant ·t.::gidio's It1 
the late 1960s, Cameron I fume comments that while many in Rome "\\Tnt socialist/ communist", 
Sant'Lgidio "went Christian. "111(, John ,\llel1, a reporter for the S,llir)ful (;IIIIOII( 
cOH'rs Sant'Egidio, concludes that while "orher silldent radICals drew 111spiration from 
Che C;ueHTfa Of "lao, the founders of Sant'Egidio looh'd to the gospd~ and the Second Vatican 
COlll1cil."I"- .-\ppleby aptly describes the Community as "an independent ... predominantly 
lay mmT11lent ... of Hmng Italian Catholics \vho wanted to lin: and \\ork together in the spirit 
I".' . \mbass,llior Cameron I Tume, Inten·iew. 
I" 1 R, :-';corr .\ppleby ICamegie Commission on Deadll- Conl1ict. Carnegie Corporation of :'\ew 
Yorkl, nl!! / /m/Jil'ah.'lhe o(l/lf Sdcred (t\:ew York: Rowman and J .iltlcfidJ, :ZOO!), I'iS, 
I") :-:ee \',",dter \1. . \bhot. S .. I" The DomrNeJll.i' o( r ali(clll ll: Irifh ."·oleJ dllil COJlll?lni/J b;' Cal/Joii,'. ProleJ/,lIIt. ,/lid 
Ort/lodo ..... L'/IiI/lorilit!.1 (Piscatawm·, .'iew Jersey· .\merica Press. jf)66) for the documents of \·arican 11,1$ well 
a, c0111mentan·, 
iI'( I Iume. !tHen-iew. 
1"- Sec John L. .\llen. "l-fo:", Sant'I':gidio communitl· in famili'lf mediator role." SalirJlU/ Calha/i£" (6 











of the Second Vatican Council, as expressed in Pope John ~'\JIl's dictum. 'Let us stress \vhat 
unites u~, not was diyides US,"'I"" 
] t was a youthful curiosity about their Christian faith and their attendance at the same high school 
in the TrasteH're that united Sant'Egidio's ten founding members, Most of them were baptized 
though not practicing Catholics and in 1968, they started asking the question, "\'\'hat does it 
mean to be a Christian?" They hoped to find ans\yers in the scriptures; consequently, the 
Community's first meetings consisted of the shared reading of a text that abo united them - the 
Bible, The students quickly realiLed that scripture \va" calling them into sen'ice to the poor and 
the\' decided that in addition to reading the Bible together, they would abo help the poor children 
in their neighbourhood \\'ith their homc\vork. One member explains how the religious practice 
of reading scripture moti\'ated the \'oung students into action in the secular world: 
That \va" the Yery beginning, En~ryt!llng \\'as based on the common reading of the 
Gospel. I ha\T to stress this, This was a yery religious and a yery secular e"ent put 
together, Tn a way the community roda:' as well is H'ry religious, profoundly spiritual but 
abo profoundly worldly, yery worldly, the sense that we are extremely concerned about 
the world, about the city where we li\"e and we abo usc those worldly means to change 
tbe world itself. 11:') 
Thus Sant'Egidio members did not desire a pious religious life disconnected from the \vodd nor 
did the\ oeek the ordained ministry of priests and nuns, Rather. through a shared reading of 
scripture and sen'ice to the poor, the high school stuelems would Srn\T to li\'e up to the 
challenges the,' belie\"ed Christianity offered them in the careers and acti\'ities they pursued 111 the 
secular world, 
Young people themselns, the early Sant'Egidio members befriended the children with whom 
ther \\'orked as well as their families, friends and others in their neighbourhood, c \nd before 
long, yisirurs started attending their weekk scripture sessions, actiyities with the poor and 
IllS "\ppklrr, 155, h.H detailed histories and more background on Sant'Egldl!), abo sec "\ndrea Bartoli, 
"\[Oi:amhicam \Icdl<lting through ThIrd Parties: Successful and the Role of the Communit\, of 
Sant'Egtdio," in J CII.>: J[!iltipar1r "llediatioll II/ (./ cds, Chester ,\, Crocker, Fen Osler 
! famp:<on and Pamela ,\all (\'Cashington, D,C.: Lnited States [mtitute of Peace, I')()')), I ,Cameron Hume, 
"",lmillm',,,:, !r'l/:' The Role olMedla/ioll alit! Cf)od (\\'ashington, D,C: Cnitd States Institute of 
Peace Press. 19'H), L'i··1(), ,\lex \'incs and Ken \\'ilsOll, "Churche,; ,lIld the Peace Process in 
\lozamhtquc," in n'e (/!;iJtiall Cbur(lie,r ,lilt! Ibe Dem!".,.aliJ,,!ioll all ed, Paul GIfford, 1301.+7 (I,eiden: 
pII" 1.+.+; \Iario Giro, "The Communm" of Sant'Egidio and I ts Peace" \Iaking ,\cl1\'irle5," 
Th" no 3 Ouh,Septcmber, 199fl), [article online]; anilable from ~allt'Egidio website, 
Internet; acce~sed () June 2003; I Tall:'; 
Peace on \'{'at, [reprinted J[d~{/;~llIe, 2003[," [article 
online]: aDilable from, \Ioha International website, Internet; accessed 
r .\lal" 21103; and Sant'Egldio's own website. hEr:,' /\\'\\'\,'santegidio,ncL en m.<J~z;l11ml. 
I'''' See 10:11/10 S,t/iolltll I ill,Olliller, ,\ustralia: "The CommUllit\' of Sant'l ':gidlO," IntelTiew with Radio 
\:arional reporter, \brgart't Coffey and Claudio .\Iario Betti, Sant'Egidio member. 6 j;ebruatY 20IH), 
[radlO transcript online]; alailablc from Kld/!) ,Yclliol/a! website, 











(sen1l1g pra:Tr sen"ices"ll:) In 1973, the Vatican offered the growing community an old Carmelite 
conn'llt formerh" inhabited by cloistered nuns" It was from this com"ent that the coml11LlI1ity of 
students, haying graduated from Virgil I 1igh School, along '.\"ith newcomers they had attracted 
mTr fiye \TarS took their name" I,ess than ('.ven('." years later, it would be at this same convent "-
refurbished by the Italian government that two of founding members would 
broker the Mozamb1Can peace agreement. ,\bo from their healkparters, Sant'Egidio orgamzed 
the founding of "popular schools" for the disackantaged children \\ith \\"hom they worked, ,\nd 
the Community continued to expand from there: beginning in 196H with ten members who 
helped children with their homework after schooL today Sant'Egidio boasts over 3U,OOO 
members '.\-ho are spread out in over thirty-five countries and are actiYe in a myriad of ministries. 
Despite the Community's popularity and branches around the \,'urld, Rome has remained 
Sant'Egidio's centre. In the 19705, Sant'Egidio began what many con~ider to be "the best 
appo1l1ted soup kitchen in Rome." ,\ccording to J ohn ~ \lIen. "l,S()(l diner:; a da," arc treated like 
gue:;ts at an elegant seated at tables and scrn:d a full-course meal from a menu."111 
Toda,', SantTgidio \-olunteers ::;en'e the poor fiye nights a week. Like an\" good host, the 
C0I11111unitY \\"aits on their at tables as opposed to them through a cafeteria line as 
a way of respecting theIr dignity. At 8:30 each e\Ttling, the host im"ires their soup kitchen 
their Roman neighbours as well as tourists and nsitors to its vespers sen"ice in the Basilica of 
Santa i\Iaria in the Trasten're. I\ml according to _ \lIen, thc \'cspers are invariably powerful: 
"0 \"('1' tlo'.\- crowds of young Romans and pilgrims come, drawn both by the beautiful muslC and 
by the clear connection Sant'Egidio seems to make bet'.\-een lirurg'" and life_"112 One \'isitor 
attribute:; the large cf()\\"lb ro the welcoming atmosphere Sanr'Eglciio creates at its sen'ices: 
\\"ith simple, \vhire \valls, the church IS in the form of a cross_ The altar on the left side 
is piled \\~ith Bibles in all the languages of countries \\-here the Community has active 
IIIl See Ellen Leonard, Communities of Dialogue and .\fission," Crail R (Septemher I ()')2) in 
which she chronicles her June 1991 pilgrimage to four rclil:,'1ous communities in Italy and France that 
repre>ented new lTangelical hfe in the church_ Knu\,"n as "Global CLlssroom", Leonard's journey was 
sponsored by the .\IalTknoll School of Thcoiogl". She concludes her article that new life indeed exists in 
the Catholic Church: 
In tile midst of war and political strife in so many parts of the world, new life is emerging from 
the old Roman Catholic countries of Trah" and I'-ranee ami it i" spre'lding to other areas including 
Eastern Europe, Latin and. \friCl_ _~\ll four of the communities which we vi:;ited :lre 
communities of dialogue, dialogue within the communities and among communities of the world_ 
TheIr prophetic spirit challenges our communities and our parishe, to respond in our own 
comest;; to that spirit of dialogue and mission whicl1 was unleashed at \";.ttican 11 (21)_ 
For a dcscriprion of a more recent '\'isir ro Sanr'Egidio headquarters thi;; one hy members of the L' .S. 
,\lcl1nonite Church H1 .\fay 2003 \[anlyn Srahl and Dirk Giscilurt, "Common threads: \/cnnonitcs in 
Dtalogue with the Community of "'"flr.dellfr 3 (lune 20(3)- [article 
online]; ayailahlc from Bridgefolk website, Internet; 
accessed J( I -' anU<iIT 2( H )4. 












membershIp. The altar 011 the nght is decorated \nth a multitude of crosses made b\· 
craftspersons in many countries. I J i 
In addition to displaying the craftsmanship of artists from around the world and making available 
Bibles in yarious languages, Sant'l ·:gldio provides sImultaneous translation at all of its events. 
The Commllllln' places a high premium on hospitality and consequently organizes its soup 
kitchen:;, meeting and worship spaces, ,'espers sen'ices and conferences with great care. 
0:eedless to say, the Community has ahvays thri\'ed in its urban contest. For thirty years, Rome 
has afforded Sant'Egidio the opportunity to work with the poor and pray with indiyiduals of 
different backgrounds and faiths who "isit one of Europe's most cosmopolitan capital cities. 
Speaking to the geographical location of Sant'L':gidio's headquarters, one member observes, 
"Coexistence among different peoples is considered a "altle and a reality to be prescn'ed in the 
:\Icditerranean world."II.) .\nd unlike pmTrn' or war, thi~ is one reality \\'hich Sant'Egidio 
assllredk embrace", 
Bctore mm'ing fonvard to the ways III \vhich Sant'Fhridio in the l\fo/:ambican conflict, it 
might be helpful to summarize the Communiry\ defining "irtues, .\ndrea Bartoli suggests that 
the ethos of Sanr'F':gidio can best be described by using four Latin words: (o!J!J1lflllio, 
raJ/IUI/ileU and J J; 
COI/lI1il1/I/O. SantTglllio itself as part of a large that stretches around the \vorld. 
In practical terms, focuses on thc skills most yalned commlll1in': careful 
prompt responsc, a commitment to relationships, a preparedness to stop amI change pace and 
hospitality. L'nder the notion of (01JIIlJ!fIllO, R. Scott .\pplcb:' would add friemlship: 
The ethos of friendship finds expre::ision in practically en~ry aspect of the members' 
indi\'idual h\'es and corporate life, mcluding the Community's penchant for networking 
and establishing relationships with political and religious actors at eH'ry !c"el. II (, 
Sant'Egidio began a, a community of friends and one could arglle that despite its large numbers 
and high-kTd connections, it remains this way today. 
II' :-;tahl 'll1d Gi~cburt. 
III Giro, 
:-:ee ,\ndrea Ihrtoli', prc,em;ltion in Dayid Smock, "Catholic Contributions to International 
Summan' of present;trion;; at L'nited States Institute of Peace Conference on Catholic Peacemaking (5 
Februan' 2()( 11) (repoft rclca:,;ed: 9 ,\pnl 21i1i 1). [complete audio and summary online]; a\'ailahle from L'SIP 
\\Thsire, hrrp:" \\\\\\',u.;;lp"mg/pllhS/spl'C1alrepolts/;;IN),hrml; Internet; accessed () .June 21103 and III 
Fehman' 21liQ, 
1:1, R, Scott, \pplclll, "Religion 
p,',,,''': File 
Pamcb \all, ,\,(21R.+O 
as an ,\gent of Cont1ict Transformation and Peace building," in Tllr/;/lII'II/ 
/1f/,'IIWli()lhti COlljlid, eds, Chester. \, Crocker, Fen ()slcr f [:Impson, amI 











Fmdilio. The Community sees itself as an integral component of the Catbolic tradition. 
"\ccording to Bartoli, "it also "jews itself as one of the latest expressions of Catholic play/idly a 
Catholic ability to adapt, respond, and to incorporate change."ll~ One member that 
historicalh', Sant'Egidio's service to the poor demanded that it be an organization which 
embraced change: 
First of all there is the temptation of being ideological. \,\'e could haye chosen to scream 
out our desire and ended there. \\'hen you :,;tart working \vith children who Ih'e 111 a hut 
and 11<1\'C problems finding the \vnod (0 heat their hut and who are preycl1ted from 
school, well Hm cannot just scream out that there is an unjust soele(\'. You have to do 
something. So the poor ha\T been our masters toO.II~ 
The Community emerged as a response to the c)llesrion, "\'\11at does it mean to be a Christian?" 
.\ppreciating that scripture directed them to live their faith first in their communit\'. 
founding members reacted to the poyerty 111 their neighbourhood with after-school programs 
and soup kitchens. .\s their numbers expanded and branches were created in other parts of I tall' 
and around the \\~orld, new m{'mbers reacted to the needs specific to their respectiye 
neighbourhoods, whether the~' be pm'ertr, illiterac\~ or I IIY / .\IDS. .\nd when a clyil war 
hindered the Community's ministry in l\fozambique, Sant'Fgidio members adapted their 
traditional sen'ices in that nation by yolunteering to mediate a resolution to the contlict. 
lleadquartered in Rome, San t'[gidio considers the space it shares \vith the 
headquarter" of the Roman Catholic Church to be sacred. i\[oreO\'er, it embraces the fact that 
cultures and faiths from all corners of the interact in the piazzas and alleys of I tal,,':; capital 
Pie/d.1. Lm-e of the poor is central to the Community's commitment to peacemaking. 
,\ppreciating that the poor suffer most from war, Sant'F:gidio members ha\T a strong sense of 
respomibility for those in any kind of pain, Through person-tn-person cont',lct, open dialogue, 
an understanding of their own weakness and a \villingne,s to seck assIStance from other 
organizations in their peacemaking efforts and their preparedness to risk failure in pursuit of 
peace, SantTgidio measure, sliccess in how much it can do for the poor. 
COIllIJl!IlIio, '(Illdilio, ROII/,III/IIIY and Pic!LlJ are the virtues 0Iatteo Zuppi articulated to Cameron 
I Iume that January l11ght 1!1 199 L f hune would soon discm-er that not onl\' \\'LTe these Latin 
\\'ords Sant'Egidio's founding yirtucs, but they were abo the Community's negotiating tools. 
II' l-brtoli, 1f!. 











The Italian Pied Piper 
h. I\[atteo Zuppi, a founding member of Sant'Eglelio, sen eel as a parish priest at the Santa l'vlana 
Basilica in the Trasten're, a neigbbourhood tbat has been a crossroads of nationalities, classes 
and religions for more than :2,01]0 years. Beginning with the L<"L'U~U."'" of the Community in the 
late 1960s, Zuppi ministered to those in his neighbourhood \"1;\10 were in the greatest need: "the 
poor. Gypsies, addicts, orphans, AIDS yictims and the handicapped."II·} .\::i the community 
swelled in number and enthusiasm, Zuppi led Sant'L;:gidio's efforts to express solidarity with 
indi,'iduals suffering outside of the city limits of Rome and beyond the borders of Italy. L'nder 
Zuppi's direction, Sant'Egidio members built relationships and acti"ities in "Third 
\,'orld nations as di\'erse as Albal11a, Ethiopia, Guatemala, I\[ozambi(lue, Somalia and 
\'ietnam."D' I-Iume describes ZUppl as the "pied piper of Ital\-" an indi\,idual who e\'en'one 
knew and wanted to follow. 121 Along \vith "\ndrea Riccardi, more intellectual 
founding president and lead mediator in the Mozambican negotiation~, ZUppl expanded the 
Community's membership and intluence by articulating Sant'Egidio's three~part mission of J07'ke 
10 fbI' p{J{JI~.I;i~lirLl/Jif' and f'''!),eI: !2'. The Communin"s officers and members \yho all held day jobs 
as h\\'\Trs and labourers, doctors and secretanes expanded their in tluence br 
contributing their O\\'n friendships and connections in yanous kTcls of I talian and Vatican 
society to Sant'Egiclio's address book. 
Zuppi chose not to enumerate items on his C\' or boast of the successes or reputation of his 
organization in order to \vil1 the respect of hlS intluential ,\merican guest: 111stead, 111 their Yery 
tirst meeting, Zuppi introduced Hutnc to a roomful of smiling infants at a Sant'Fgidio-run 
orphanage in the Trastevere. Explaining to flume that each bab\' in the room had been born 
\\~ith ,\IDS and that Sant'Egidio cared for them as part of their mi;;,iol1 "to deal \vith the people 
that \\'ere excluded:' I:uppi made a poignant tirst impres,;ion on the _\merican career diplomat. 
It \\'a,; this "ame mi:::"ion that moti\-arcd the Communin- to yolunteer its "ernct's to thc 
panics in "'Iozambitlue: although the "'[ozaml)1can contlict \\;a:.; npc fOf fe,:,olution -
and according to [lume, eycryone knew it no one was willing to deyote the time, energy and 
resources necessary to see it through. It remains unclear \\'hether Zuppi's decision to take lIume 
to the orphanage on his \Try tirst day in the Traste\-ere was Not to that 
Zuppi was exploiting the children, f \ume tleH:rthcless recalls the \'isit as a shre\\,d mO\'C on thc 
Pnest's part and one that he bclie\Ts Zuppi repeated with other 
II') flume, 16. 
D'llnd, 
1'1 Ilutne, lntef\-iew_ 
f [lime 
I.e: Ylsit S,lIu'Lgidin's website for more inf(Jnllation on the Community's three pillars: 
twp: / . \\WWc£illl~d.!; >C.1 1i:Li1!..:indexJl1ml. 











with genuinely \yclcoming conversation over coffee and offering him a tour of the orphanage, 
Zuppi subtly communicated the friendly ethos of the Community as well as the heart of its 
ministry to "the people \vho were excluded." 
Needless to say. Hume's first impressions of Sant'Egidio and his esteem for i'\Iatteo Zuppi and 
.-\ndrea Riccardi - he describes the two men as '\-ery ,-ery cle,-er and charming Romans" - well 
sen'ed the interests of the Communit~- as they facilitated a gruelling t\venty-se,-en months of 
negotiations in Rome (June 1990 to October 199:2).12-1 It is the intent of this chapter to explore 
Sant'Egidio's uniljue approach to mediation - \",-hat former L'.N. Secretary Ceneral Boutros-
Boutros Ghali hailed as "the Rome formula" - and to deconstruct the Community's Catholic 
character as it pertai110 to its role in resoh-ing the i'\[ozambican contlict. 12o Thus the remainder of 
this chapter \,-ill focus on the details of Sant'Egidio's mediating role - such as the first meeting of 
Zuppi and 11ume - to assess exactly hmv this organization operated and hmv significant Roman 
Catholicism \\'as to the operation. It will begin b,- considering the nature of the contlict in 
i'\[ozambiljue and mO\"(' on to a closer examination of the m"Crarching prill(jpleJ by which the 
organization mediated and the Jki!!r its representatives demonstrated. Together, a study of 
Sant'Egidio's /!lill(jpleJ' and Jki!!r will animate a picture of the organization's method of mediation 
that highlights its Catholic characteristics. 
A Note on Historiography 
Se"eral scholars ha\"C already analysed Sant'Egidio's role in the i'\[ozambican peace negotiations 
and the Community's approach to mediation. Perhaps most notable is r:1/{/i,Z~ J[O:::'dl1!/liq!!e:r lr'at7 
The Role 0/,\ lediillioll i/ml Good (1);eeJ (199-1-), in which Cameron [-fume offers a careful and 
chronological account of the talks in Rome and den)tes considerable attention to the role of the 
mediators. 12(, .\ndrea Bartoli. a leader of the Sant'Egidio Community in New York City and the 
Director of the International Contlict Resolution Program of Columbia Cni\Trsity's School of 
International and Public ,\ffairs, contributes a comprehensive study of Sant'Egidio's approach to 
peace negotiations. their successes ill i'\[ozambiljue and the lessons they impart to future 
mediators in his chapter in the USIP yolume, Ilenlil!~ Cd,: ,\l//llipill1; .\[edialioll ill if COlliplex /rorld 
1.'1 Ibid. 
1.'5 .-\lIen, (6 October 211(111). 
1.'(, See Cameron I IUllle, Llldil(g .\!o::.:amblqlf,,'J WCII:' "{he Rille o/.\Iedialioll alld Cood O(lIaJ (\\-ashington. D.C: 
Cnited States Institute of Peace Press, 19()-+). Elldll(~ .\[o::.:ambiqlff'..- II--ar is essential reading for those 
Interested in the twentl'-Se\Tn month negotiation process which brought an end to cilil war 11l 
.\Iozambiyue. \\11ere this chapter emphaSIZes the role and character of the Catholic mediators, I fume's 











(1999). ::::c hnally, professor of history and director of the Kroc ln~titute for International Peace 
Studies at the L'ni"ersity of Notre Dame, R. Scott .\ppleby presents Sant'Egidio's achievements 
in 1\lozambique as a justification for his call for a deeper appreciation of the role of religion - and 
specifically "religious militants for peace" - in international peacebuilding. :\ppleby uses the 
1\Iozarnbique negotiations as a case study in nearly all of his writing on religious peacebuilding, 
nameh- S"cred (.20()()) and his rnore recent chapter in another USIP yolume, 
Tlfrbulel!! Pt',"'t': The Building from the fine 
scholarship of the diplomat, the confuct resolution expert and especially the historian, this 
narratiH' will contribute a ne\v approach to the burgeoning field of lJledi,lfiol! .,ludie.'· bv introducing 
the Papal Enc\Tlical, Pc/t'e!?l ill Terti..., as a tool for understanding Sant'Fgidio as a Catholic 
mediator in 1\lozambique. Like the pre"ious two case studies, Pth'e!Jl ill Tmi ... provided 
Sanr'Egidio a bIm'print for its peacebuilding efforts. l\Ioreoyer, the document bestmveu upon 
the Catholic NC;O the authority - "in Christ's name" - to carry out this work. Needless to S;1\', 
these arc unit]ue directiYes indeed and an exploration into how the Community embraced the 
spirit of the Encyclical as they toiled at the negotiating table in Rome nUl\' refine e\Tn further our 
working definition of "\ppkby's notion of tbe Catholic "militant for peace." 
A History of the Conflict 
Like much of the cn·il unrest on the <\frican continent oyer the last se\-eral decades, the 
~lozambican drama \vhICh played out at the negotiatmg tabk in Rome can trace its roots to 
eyents surrounding the colony's independence from its Imperial pO\ver - in this case, Portugal 
decades earlier. ,\fter brief negotiations fo\lO\\'ing a coup in Lisbon, Portugal relinquished pO\ver 
to the l\Iozambican J .iberation From (l"relimo) , thus ending a bloody ten-year liberation 
,\nd so in September 1 <)71, Frelimo assumed kgi6mate authorit\· oyer f\Iozambique 
I~' See ,\ndrea Bartoli, "'\Iozamhicatls :\Iediating through Third Parties: Successful and the Role 
of the Community of SantTgidio," in 11i'rdil(g Clh' Jll1lli/)arl) ,\lediatiIJII ill a World, cds. Chester .4.. 
Crocker, I:en Osler lIampson and Pamela, \all (\'\'ashmgton, D,C.: Cnlted States Institute of 19<)9). 
,\Iso sec ,\ndrca Bartoli, "For a Peaceful .\Iozambique." CROJSU~\'1:J G/obal (Gene"'l) l, no. ,~ 
(Septemher 19(3), I:or an articulate ami illuminating explanation of SantTgtdin's understanding and lise 
of pnnTr in ItS peacebuilding efforts, see ,\ndrea Bartoli, "Seeking Peace, \\'e \Iust Surt from Pral'cr," 
Sallolla! Pal/or,,1 emll'r [llilialil'£' Sell!.del!er (:\larch 2U(2). 
I'~ In the monumental R. Scott. \ppleh\' rClmegle CommISSlOn on Prc\Ttlting Deadly Conflict, Carnegie 
Corporation of ~ew York!, DJe /-llll/Jil"i/flh'e (I/Ihe J"",-ed York: Rowman .!Ild Llltlefield, 2(00), 
.\pplelJ\' introduces the notion of "religious militants for peace" as the ren'r,e SIde of violent religious 
militatHs based upon hIS decade,; of research on fundamentalism and his more recent s£tlll\- of religious 
pcacdlUilding. See abo R. Scott .\ppleby, "Religion as an ,\gcnt of Connict Transfilflnatioll ant! 
Pcacclmildmg," in 'fllr/mlml Pt!{Ii'I': TIJe ur illierila/iolla/ {1m/lid, eds. Chester, \, Crocker, 
1'C11 Osler I lampson, and Pamela c\all, S21H'+O (\\'ashington, D,C.: L'nited States Institure of Peace Press, 
2nu I j and R, ~cott ,\ppleb\', "Catholic peace building," j ll1leri,'a 1 H<). no. () (8 September 2t It I,»), 
J"J Frclimo was founded in 1 <)(,2 III the Tanzanian capital of Dar,esSalaam with Dr. Edlurdo .\Iondlane as 











without the burden of needing to promise free and fair elections, which most of the other 
decolonisation agreements in ,\frica rel]uired. They exercised total power and immediately began 
to transform Mozambique into a socialist countlT. ,\ndrea Bartoli aptly describes j;rdimo's 
I11ISSI011: 
Its task was immense: to create a new state a new nation· from an area that had been 
left completely deprived of functional infrastructure, capital, and human resources, and 
that had neyer before regarded itself as having a single identity or a common cultural 
histolT.i.111 
.\ccording to Bartoli, Frelimo's priorities welT education, health and imtitution building: 
howen'l", ten years of \\"ar and the subsecjuent Hight of 2}O,(lOO Portuguese settlers, taking with 
them profe,;siollal skills, bu,iness enterprise and \\'Ol'king capitaL made these tasks especially 
difficult. llI Nen.'rtheless, l'rdimo set the tone for a liberated \Iozambicjue and "to downplay 
r.lozambican tribal, racial, or religioll~ identities," the new gm'ernmc!1t promoted a nc\v sociali~t 
iden ti ty," 112 
Cnfortunateh' for Frclimo, they enjoyed no honcnnoon in their rule m-cr \[ozambiqlH,'. Bartoli 
summarizes the predicament I ;rciimo faced early in its tenure: 
\\11ilc the Frelimo goyernment was able to set the tone for a liberated r.lozambiCjue, it 
was also forccd, bl' lack of rcsources and some ideological rigidit\, into an impasse. The 
assertion of the of a Ile\\' nationalist socialist authority (wer the traditional 
authorities created dissatisfaction and tension that were promprh' used by Rhodesian 
military intelligence to fuel resistance to the I"rdimo gm-ernment. 11 ' 
independence from Portugal. :-[ondlane was ass,lssin:lted hI' ,I p,ncc\ bomb in 1 <)()9 and after an internal 
power struggle, he \\:\s replaced by Samora \[ache!. In 19~-+, a military coup in Lishon brought officers to 
power who fayoured independencc for the country's .\fric<ln colonies, .\ transitional gm'ernment in 
\fozambi~lue was formed with }oaquim Chissano setying as prime minister to prepare the country for 
independence, \Iozambique SuhsClJlIently declared its independence 1ll 19~:i and set in motion the first of 
irs ambitiou~ reforms which im'olyee! nationalisation, For historical background on .\fozambi'jue, the 
liberation tnon:mcnt and the ciyil war, the following ,ources arc helpful: f Iilan' ,\nder"on, / 1 
Irelr ti,e (1,ondon: .\ lacmillan, I Jeremy ,\nnon, Ddan I Iendrickson and ,\Iex \ 'ines 
k Lw'li.· FIll IIilemalirmaIRl.l.ifll.oj"Pea(.T/lePu .. · .. Pm(t •. (.iIlH:nj>edil.l! (London: 
Conciliator Re,ources, 1 Joao :\1. Cabrita, ,\l'j~:{/l!/biqllt': '1'he TorttlOlLI Road /0 DetJlfhnh), York: 
Palgf<lye, 20(10); .\1. Ch1COllgO, The Sta/c, r 'j!)/!!II(e. (//I{I /)cl,d()j>llIenl: Th Po/ili"tll~(IIII01Jl) o/l!'c,r ill ,\lo::;ambiqlle. 
/'J 7 i-/9'J:! C\klershot, \'ermont: .\vcbury, 1')%); \\'i11iam Finnegan, /1 [f''ar.' The Of 
'·'.M·rIN,'IIII' (Berkdn', CaiIforl11a: of California Press, I ()92) Da\'id IIoile, l?c .. iJ/,IIM 
alld Freedom: ",1 elye Red,'-,CJ.\J!1!!111 (London: \fozambi'jue Institute, P)9'+); Eduardo \Iomlbne, Tbe 
,\lI)Z"lJIbiqIlC c--: ew York: Penguin, 19()6) and \Iarihn 0: t:wirr, / I lh,/ot) u/ (Bloommgton, 
Indiana: Imhana L'IlIH'r,irr Pn:s" I t)C):i). For a concise narrariyc of the \fozambican conflict, see Contlict 
Earh' \\'arning S,',tems Contlict Datahase: Center for International Studies, Department of 
[nternational Relariom, L'tlI\'crsity of Southern Caliform:!: "\IozambKlue ,19<)2) \iarrati\T," 
The page numhers for Bartoli's chapter do not correspond to the numbers m f1eniil{~ CrllJ 
which rhe author was unable to consult ~ hut rather to page numbers 111 the document e~mailcd to the 
author by .\mlrea Bartoli. l'kase c~mat1 the author at for a cop)' of this 
chapter. 
I \I ,\ppleb,', 168, ,\pplcll\ abo notes that the Portuguese settler, sabotaged e(luipmenr as the\" dc:parted. 
I 'C Bartoli, II. 
ll1 IbId" 11~13. Tn pr--, l'rdl1nn declared it,elf a \brxist~Lcninist nlllguard party and turned towards the 
SO\·iet l'nion for support. Responding to the ncw go\Trnment's actions, a fearful '\vhite goyernmcnt in 










The resistance facilitated by Rhodesia and later South "\frica emerged in the form of a 
j\[ozambican insurgent movement called Renamo. To make matters worse for Frclimo and the 
tledgling nation, Renamo defined resistance as \'1olence against ci\'ilians and embarked on the 
systematic use of mutilations, killings and indiscriminate ,'iolence. Nicknamed the "IZhmer 
Rouge of Africa" in a 1988 U,S. State Department report, Renamo chose not to engage Frdimo 
on the battlefield but raise hanlC in "illages and attack ci"il society insteadyq According to a 
report by I Iuman Rights \X'atch: 'The mutilation of ci,'iEans, b\' cutting off ears, noses, lips, and 
sexual organs, and b\· mutilating corpses has been one of the most characteristic abuses of the 
war in ;\Iozambiquc."l;' Ry 1990 and the start of negotiations at Sant'Egldio headcluarters, thiS 
particularly gruesome type of ciyil war had been raging in ;\Iozambique for dnrteen years. 
,\dd ciyil war to an already crippled l\Iozambican society, \\'hich included: extreme pm'Crt\', a 
gUo 0 illiteracy rate, pet10dic and de\"astating drought, a destron'd or inoperable a 
population dependent on ll1a~si\'e international aid, hundreds of thousands of l\[o7ambican 
refugees in neighbouring countries or di~placed inside j,Iozambique, rural areas "reduced to a 
stone age condition" and one discovers a literally gasping for air. 1 1(, \\'riting during the 
time of the SanfEgidio negotiations, [lilan' ,\ndersson poignantly describes conditions in 
Mozambique's capital 
In ;\fapuro, the capital, decay and theatre,; collapse while no one can afford 
to re\'amp them. Deep \vhere once a European had started to lay the foundations 
of a dream, litter the The only way of telling how old and abandoned the 
dreams are is by l11easurlt1g the of the trees \\'hich haye grown our of the partially 
laid foundariom. Presently the trees arc 17 years high. For it was in 197.5 that what had 
been l\Io7ambique's life stream, Hed. i\ 
hlr fifteen of those \'Cars, Frelimo and Renarno had held l\lozambique ciyil ,octety captin' as the 
nation fell apart. Though never a unified state, ?\Io7ambique experienced gre:lt peril as a result of 
its post-independence di\·isiolls. ~ \nd unlike concerns about unfinished business in Rhodesia 
\\'hich propelled Britain into action at I "ancastcr House a decade earlier, Portugal showed no 
sigm that it would undertake a similar form of third-party mediation in l\Io%ambiclue. 
commenced :lcti\'itie~ inside \IozarnbicJue to destabilize the Frelirno gm-ernment. Rhode,ia remained 
especially concerned about tillS ne\\' black gm'ernment as it had been supporting guerrillas of the 
Zimbabwe _'.{rican '(ational Liberation (Zanb) since Il)~~. In 1980, tbe I,,\llC<lster f IOllse 
agreements ended cinl war 11l Rhodesia and control of Renamo wa, transferred to the South, \ [ncan ," 
military. Sec geneLll htston- sources listed in footnote ~9. 
111 The L'.S. State Department released the Report in ,-\pril 1988, enumerating the human rights 
offences of Renamo, ,wd suhsetluenrl), most of RClumo's ,upport among consen'atiYes 111 
the L .S. Senate and ,\dnlll1lstration . 
. \fricl \\'atch, C~I/.Ijli,'I!()!f.i' [)fJ/mdioll: W;/r. f';w/ilif, "lid tbe Re/rmil Pro((.1.1 ill "\lo:-;:ul!//Jiqm (New York: 
Human Rights \\-,\tch, 1 ()()~), 3. 
l)() _\pplcb;" 168. ' 











In retrospect, thc situation in Mozambiquc scems to cry out for international attention; howe'i;er, 
the 1970;; and 1980" passed w1th littlc in the way of action b\- \,'cstcrn pmvers even after 
frelimo signallcd a mm'e to\vards capitalism and more democratic goyernment in the late 1980s. 
\,'itb the Cold \,'ar drawing to a close, the \,'cst \vas no longer interested in Africa as a place to 
fight its proxy wars against communism as it had done in ~\ngola and Namibia. David Hoile 
describes the \,'estern states as "ill informed, 11a1,-e, and reactionary" and blames thc llnited 
States and the international community for letting the ci,-il war continue as long as it didY;" 
.\lthough seyeral of .\Iozambiquc's ,\frican neighbours offered themselves as mediators 
throughout the 1980::; and early 1990s, I ;relimo and Renamo could not agree on a neutral arbiter. 
Thus the changl11g po"t~C(Jld \X'ar relatiomhip between \,'estern powers and ~\friGI and the 
severe (li\-isiom; within .\Iozambique made attempts at negotiating a ceasefire especially 
challenging. 
Why Sant'Egidio? 
The circumstance" articulated above rC\'eal that the [\[ozambican cont1ict necessitated a ne\v type 
of mediator one committed C:l1011gh to begin the monumental task of healing domestic 
di\-isions in l\Iozambiljue without rel]lJlring a reward for itself and one neutral enough to gain the 
trust of both sides. Bet\\Ten September and [\,'m-ember 1989, Sant'Egillio signalled that it wa, 
prepared to take~up this challenge or at least to begin the Yet, Sant'Egidio's role in 
the negotiations did not materialize out of thm air, Colonized by Catholic Portugal, Roman 
Cmholics were b\ far thc largest dcnomination in l\Iozambiquc, "\lthough l;relimo 
turned agaima l\[ozarnbique's Catholic hierarch\' and infrastructure upon aSSU1111t1g power, the 
Church ne\Tr completely sacrificed its 1l1tluence. 
J n 198-+, two factors c()nverged in tbe southern _ \ frican nation that were pin)tal to the Church's 
future mediation role. Firstk, the Church began to voice its call for peace based upon dialogue 
bel:\\Tcn Rcnamo and Frdimo. This call would culminate in 1987 with the Bishops' pastoral 
letter entitled, ",1 () POI'I) 'The Peace the People \"ant." Secondk, the Church 
111 .\[ozambique to recapture the popular support and it had lost due to its colonial 
I;'; !--loile, l~"'. 
I;') IntelTieweo on _\ustralia's RLliiio ;\"alirJ//(// Filhwlllkr, Claudio '.lano Betti of Sant'E).,ridio suggestnl that 
the Community expected that another, more powerful, mediator would take oyer after they had facilitated 
the initial ,lrr,lngement5: 
\\'e didn't think that we would han: to run the whole process. \\'e thought that after haying the 
first hen: in this \Tn building in a nearh\' room between the two delegations, one of tile 
guerrilla and one of the goncrnment, someone else would haye taken OyeL I don't know, the L'~ 
or the _ \mericans - you always think that the. \mericans arc gOll1g to do it but it didn't happen 
and we had to carry the whole process ourselYes for two lears and a half. 











assoClat1olL The pope im'ited i\lozambique and Frelimo officials to the 'Vatican on several 
occasions between 198-+ and 1988. Discussions between the Vatican and Frelimo were held at 
Sant'Egidio headquarters and focused on the peaceful coexistence of Catholicism and socialism, 
church and state, in i\IozambiL]ue.I~" 
En'n before the Vatican's response to the Mozambican problem, Sant'Egidio became illYolved in 
the countn' on a personal lC\TL In 1976, Jaime Goncah-es was a young Mozambican priest 
studying in Rome. He befriended members of Sant'Egidio by attending their eyening prayer 
sen'ices. In 1977, Goncakes was named the bishop of Beira, ,\Iozambique's second largest city, 
and returned to Rome for a synod on the se\'ere restrictions I"relimo had placed on Christian 
churches smce independence. ;\ccording to Bartoli, "Catholics \vere marginalized and sometimes 
harassed, constrained 111 their expression of religious belief. and unable to attend regularly to their 
liturgical functions."I,1I GoncahTs did not forget his friend~hip \\~ith and solicited the 
Community's assistance upon his return to Rome. Thus it was the personal relationship between 
Goncakes and Sant'Egidio's ,\ndrc:\ Riccardi and I\[aw.'o Zuppi that pand the \Va\' for their 
inyoh-emcnt in the negotiations. 
Sant'Egidio decided to usc its connections in the Vatican and rhe Italian Communist Party (per) 
to help its old friend. In 19B l, tbe Community arranged meetings at its headquarters bet\\"Ccn 
Goncah'es and Enrico Berlinguer, the PCI secretary general. .\t these meetings, Berlinguer 
offered to use his own moral authority and connections to persuade Frdimo to lift its restrictions 
on religious practice. Needless to sa\", these encounters went a long way in solidifl'ing a 
friendship bet\\Ten the Community and the I\lozambican gm~ernment. 
Sant'Egidio established a relationship with Renamo much later. In April 1989, Renamo's 
President. \fol1so Dhlakama, \\'ho came from the same part of I\fozambi(lue as Gotlcakes with 
whom Sant'Egidio had previous[v arranged a meeting, telexed the pope and Sant'F,gidio 
requesting help in setting up a unilateral Renamo cl'a~efire in the Nampula province. This began 
a series of cOlHTrsarions between Renamo and the \' atican facilitated b,' Sant'Egidio. The 
Community finally arranged for Dhlakama to \'isit Rome for a series of meetings in February 
1990. 
\\'bilc mediation efforts In' Kl'll\~a, Zimbabwe and i\lalawi all failed in :-Iarch and l\pril 1990, 
Sant'r::gidio continued to facilitate dialogue simultaneoush' with the Vatican, the Italian 
I", \Ioi,e:; \' enanciao, "\lediation rhe Roman Catholic Church in \ lozamlllljue, 1088·1991," in 
.\ledia/irJII ill SOli/bin! [I(ri,"tl, cds. Stephen Chan and \'i\'ienne Jabri, 1·1:> 158 (London: \Iacmillan, 144~ 
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government and the l\Iozambicans themselyes, Finalh-, Frelimo and Renamo each indicated their 
willingness to meet in Rome and the Italian gon:rnment offered financial and diplomat support 
for the talks, On 16 June, a Renamo representatiye arri,'ed at Sant'Egidio head(1uarters and 
forman:· asked the Community to mediate .. \ week later, Frelimo President Joac)uim Chissano 
alerted the Italian ,\mbassador to Maputo that he was ready to send a delegation to Rome to 
meet with Renamo. On 8 July, the two delegations formally met for the first time and initiated 
what would end in a resolution to :t\IozambiCJue's ci,'a war. 1~2 
Strength from Weakness 
Sant'Egidio volunteered their sen'ices to the T\Iozambican negotiations with no ulterior motin:s 
or ph,'sical resources other than a genuine commitment to peace. 1\10reO\'er, ,-iew-ed essentially as 
a charitable organization, Sant'Egidio had another important credential: since 198~, the Catholic 
organization, through skilful fumlraising and an extensi,-c list of personal and powcrful contacts, 
had offered war-torn l\[ozambi'jue significant humanitarian aid and had acquired credibility Hl the 
process, In 1982, Sant'Egidio helped to negotiate the release of priest~ and nuns held captl,-e by 
Renamo, I\Iatteo Zuppi and ,\1ll1rea Riccardi tra\-e1\ed to T\Iaputo in 198~ to discuss 
humanitarian assistancc with government officials. Thc Community subse{jllCntly sent shipmenb 
of food and medicine to l\[ozambieJUc in 1983 and 1988: it is worth noting that two Community 
members invoh-ed in the shipments were killed in armed attacks. 14, Some suggest that it was 
the civil war's mterference to Sant'Fgidio's humanitarian assistance programs that propelled the 
Community into action. Forging personal connecrions \yith I\Iozambicans on both sides of the 
political spectrum, Sant'Egidio was seen as an organization that could be trusted, Thus, despite 
the organization's lack of military power, political prmvess and negotiating len'rage, Sant'Egidio 
,,'as \\-e!corned by Frelimo and Renalllo and according to Hoile made "diplomatic history,"14~ 
Deconstructing the Blueprint: Pacem in Terris Suggests Principles 
In e1eyen rounds of negotiation, rhe four mediators and their staff of H)luntecrs empowered the 
competing T\lozambican factions to begin to see each other as parts of one community. l.h-
opening the doors of their refurbished heatkluarters, com-incing the Italian government to 
finance the tr;n-el of the 1\Iozambican leaders and their expc'l1ses while in Rome and 
lie Sec footnote 29. 
11.\ In 1985, Sant'Lgidio scnt iliozamhicJuc a "ship of solidarity" "'jth 3,500 tollS of humanitarian aid, and in 
I 988, a second ship arriyed \\'ilh 7,000 rons. flume, 18, 











demonstrating extreme patience and careful attention to detail, Sant'Fgidio provided spacc and 
time for Frclimo am! Renamo to build a new relationship out of the little that united them. 
T\\'entT-SCyen months later, the process \vas complete and protocols for a cease-fire, transition 
period and elections were settkd. 145 \X'ith considerabk and essential, assistance from the United 
Nations and se\'eral \X'estern powers who prm'ided the resources and organization for the post-
settlement period, the parties returned home and fashlOlled a new state. ,\lthough it must be 
noted that the Sant'Egidio settlement did ha\'C its flaws, the\' \"ere mainly resolved during the 
L·.N. organized post-settlement period and pale 111 comparison to the issues that 
continue to plague countries like Zimbabwe and Cote d'jyoire toda\·.14(, The following sections 
\yill attempt to deconstruct the directin.'s presented in PlI"l!lll in Ten,:,· as a way of benlT 
understanding Sant'Egidio's motivations and method in the i\Iozambican negotiations. 
"In their deliberations together, let men and women of outstanding wisdom and influence 
give serious thought to the problem of achieving a more human adjustment of relations 
between States throughout the world." 
One would be hard-pressed to find a group of indi\-iduals possessing more "outstanding wisdom 
and intluence" than the members of Sant'EgiJio who deyoted t\H) years of their lin's to the 
i'.Iozambicanpeace negotiations. From the l'.S. GmTrnment to the i\fozambican press, offiCIals 
associated with the proCC::iS laud Sant'[ ':gidio's commitment to seeing that the i\Iozambican ciyil 
\\'ar \\as resoh-ed and that plans for a new future in the southern .\frican nation \verc in place. 
HO\t;C\er, individuals familiar \\/ith Pa"t'1JJ ill TmiJ would not find the Community's work unusual 
as it patientl:' facilitated a process in Rome aimed esscntially at "achic\ing a more human 
adjustment of relations." I'rom its founding, Sant'Egidio preached a message of unity, following 
Pope John XXIII's dictum, "Let us stres,; \\·hat unites us, not \\'as eli-ndes us." In Rome, the 
1 j; To yiew these protocols, known as the "Rome. \ccord:;," sec Dep,lrtment of Information, United 
:\ ations, "Rome. \ccords": 10ill/ (I fl 19(11); fJlI iI j)arliu/ (I Decem her 
19(0); Dec/ara/ioll 011 fbI' lillltltllljlan£1II ,1 .... i.e/aiM (16 Juk I 9(2);10{1I/ Dec/muttOIl (7 _\ugust 
19(2) in Department of Information, United \.arions, The 1'lIiled .\'alioll.l 1')()2-/fJiJj (:\ew 
York: Cnitcd \.atiolls, 1 
I fI' In their respective ,tudies of U0: peacekeepmg action in \Ioz.unbicluc, .\ldo .\jello and Richard Synge 
commend Sant'Egidio for the way in which ther facilitated negotiatlOns between Frelimo and Ren<lmo ami 
the posim'e impact of their method on the post·settlement period. 1100\'e,>er, the,' also suggest that the 
agreemenr was flawed. Firstly, the agrecmcnt lacked a number of kel pronsiom, including: a set Humber 
of police necessary, stipulations for pO\\Tr sharing after the election, and the creation of a neutral hody to 
monitor the impartiality of the mass media. Seconcil;', the timetable ,etrkd in Rome, which forecasted that 
demobilization would be completed in a few months followed h,' elections within the year, was unrealistic. 
1{0\\'e\Tf, the L"-"; peacekeeping team corrected rhe:;e Haws and the commentators credit the mediators and 
oil,enTrs for the L'~'s relatn'ely smooth llllssion in \fozamhillue. ,\Ido .\jdlo, H.\fozambique: 
Implementation of the 1992 Peace. \greeme!lf," in I CII .. : .\Jedialioll ill a (ForM, cds. 
Chester .\. Crocker, Fen Osler Hampson, and Pamela .\all (\\:'ashington, D.C.: l'nited States Institute of 
Peace Press, 19(9); Rich,rrd Snlge, ['S ill" ](Iirlll, 199-1 (\Yashingtun, D.c:.: 











Community did not wan:r from this principle as it worked towards a "more human adjustment 
of relations" around the negotiating table. \'(,ithout directly attributing Sant'Egidio's approach to 
the directi\~es of f>clt'eJlJ ill Terri.!', some experts that the success of the negotiations can be 
attributed to the Community's method of slowly building from items that Frelimo and Renamo 
agreed upon - items that united them. l.i7 
Sant'Egidio's emphasis on unity manifested itself in its special attention to rda/ion.1hip ... arollnd the 
negotiating table. .\ccording to ,\ppleby, Sant'Fgidio embraced a form of mediation advocated 
b,' John Paul Lederach, formerly at the Eastern ~Icnnonite LTni\Tl'sity and currently stationed at 
the Ivoc Institute at Notre Dame. J ~ederach an approach that moyed from a 
concern with the resolution of issues and towards a frame of reference that provides a focus on 
the restoration and rebuilding of rdatiomhips."l.!o This mediation suggests that after 
relationshIps are tram formed, resolution of issues will follow. Thus Sant'Egidio laboured at 
the Renamo and I'relimo repn:sentati,-es to consider themseh-es parts of one 
~Iozambican family. The mediators bdie\Td that it was important for the factions to recognize 
each other as parts of one nation so as to all()\\- for genuine negotiation instead of a courtroom 
J:\'pe encounter where the conflicting parties would attempt to put each othel' on trial. I"') 
The tone set from the beginning of the negotiations is e\~idence of this strategy. In his first 
speech to the delegations, lead mediatOl' :\ndrea Riccardi eyoked John X:,\:IU and poignantly 
expressed his \-isiol1 of the negotiations: 
J\Iany serious problems exi,r in the past and in the future. \\'e arc aware that 
ew:ry problem can gi\T fisc to misunderstanding and that the interpretations which are 
mack arc \T1'\ different. \\-ill we be able to resokc them and lwercome the human and 
political difficulties which are on the field? .\n expression of the great Pope John XXlII, 
\\'hich was also 1m working method. comes to mind: "let us stri,T to find that which 
united rather than that which di\·ides." 
The desire for that which unites can abo sU¥X\.l;cst to us a \\'orking method, the 
spirit of this meeting. That which unites is not little, rather there is a great deal. There is 
the great i\Iozambican family, with its \Try ancient hist01l' of suffering ... The union of 
the i\[ozambican family has SlllTIH:d this hi"to1'\' of suffering. \\'e find ourselves today, 
if YOU will let me sa\', before 1:\\'0 brothers, truh' part of the same family, who haye had 
different experiences in these last \ear;;, who ha\T fought each other ... Contlicts \vith 
outsiders pass. bet\\'ecn brothers it always seellls more difficult. Ne\Trthcless brothers 
\\·ill ahvays be brothers, notwithstanding all the painful experiences. This is that '\\'hat 
unites, to be i\Iozambican brothers, part of the same family. I,ll 
Ir See Bartoli ":\Iozambicans 0lcdiat!!lg through Third Parties." 
II~ . \ppld)\', 18-19. .-\Iso see J ol1n Paul l.cdcrach. BIfI/dil(~ Pea,",,: SII.,lallle/blt' F\1'(oll,i/ia/ifJII ill Dil'iried So,ielie.,· 
(\\'ashingron, D.C.: United St,ltes Institute of Peace Press, 199-). 
1 j') Ciro. 
Sanl 'I':gidio, "\\'ar, 0Iother of .\ll Poyertl." onlinel; ;\,-ailahle from Sant'f':gidlo website, 











Subse(.]uent speeches by the other mediators ew)ked similar themes. lsl 
In addition to setting a tone of unity, Sant'Egidio desired a \vritten agreement which would 
carefulh- state this familial union. Thus the first document Renamo and 1 :relimo representati\'es 
signed. the Joill! CO!l1I!1IfniqHe (lune 199(l), recognized the existence of one I\Iozambican family. 
This preamble to the negotiations marked an end to the slow and difficult, but important, 
recognitIon process Renamo agreed to recog111ze l·'rdimo as the party governing, not 
occupying. the country, ,vhile Frelimo recognized Renamo as an opposition party and not as a 
clan of armed bandits,I:'2 This document ensured that the negotiating table \vould be the place 
for the conHicting sides to make their peace. Perhaps most important ",;as the ne\v logic Renamo 
embraced with the Joint (J)I/n!'!UiillClt!i': by signing the document. the insurgent group agreed that 
and political system based in Maputo \\'hich could be changed but "I\Iozambi<-lue had a 
alread" exi~ted," ~\ccording to San t 'Egidio member Mario Giro, the Jl}iN! Communiqu(! signalled 
that "the common I\fozambi(lue family alread\' had its state,"15; \\11ere mediators often begin 
negotiations bv urging agreement on a ceasefire. dection:> or a constitution, Sant'Egidio 
111troduced thi~ innm'auye though fundamenral first ~tep .. \mltheir strategy achieyed more than 
momentum for the remainder of the process. \\'irh lofry rhetoric about unity and "en' real 
C0111mltmenb to the relationships around the negotiatmg table, Sant'Egl<.iio achie\Td 
the human adjustment of rdations \vhich foreshadO\\'Cd future success. 
"It mllst be an adjustment that is based on mutual trust, sincerit.y m 1ugotiation, and the 
faithful fulfilment of obligations assumed." 
Needles:; to say, SantTgidio did nor mediate from a po~lt1on of strength and possessed no 
Ieyerage of irs own, I !owcyer, the mediators compensated for this by employing a 
patient. sincere and ster·by, step approach throughout the process. The fact that they began by 
adjusting the human rclatiom around the table before turning to the conflicting issu('s lS one 
example. Ilowe"er. ('\'en before the .low! COIll/JllIllique, Sant'Egidio initiated a which 
\\ould transition Renamo from a looseh- affiliated group of rebel, to a political party which could 
Iii Ibid" 33-3'+, 
I·,' S:lnt'l':l:~dio was partlculark aware of a need to alter tertnulOlogl". In all internew in 1989, :\rchhishop 
C;oncah-e;;, onc of the four mediator:;, rc"cab ius concern with the tcrm111010g'- w;ed by Frelimo in 
p;lnicular: 
For dialogue to be successful rerms like "handits" ha\'c to be dropped" look 
these are bandits., ,naturalk it will be difficult. \\'e ha\'c to :lH)id these terms and try to consider 
them as people, part of our people, Sell'J'. ()crober -, :\ o\'ember I <)W)) , 
rna radio broadcast that same year, President Chiss;lno confirms Goncah'Cs' suggestion that Frclimo was 













cffecti\'ely negotiate \vith Frelirno. Sant'Egidio grappled \\'itb this challenge in their u~ual way 
dialogue: 
\\'e sat do\.vn with these people and slowl:- in two year~ and a half \ve transformed a 
rebelmo\'ement into a political party who was able to talk about politics and not about 
\"capons and it \vas success ful.!54 
Continuing the prn-ate dialogue \vith Renamo throughout the negotiations, the mediators mo\'cd 
systematicalh- from the Joil1/ COl1ll1lltilique to discussions of the ZimbalJ\',:can troops, the corridor, 
cease-fire, military arrangements for implementation and democratic elections. \\11en the talks 
broke down, Sant'Egidio embraced the opportunity to pame. During se\'eral of these pauses, the 
mediators tlew to ,\frica for meetings aimed at restarting the process. In the implementation 
discussions, Sant'Egidio relied on the expertise of the L'.\!. and U.S. obsef\Trs to assist them in 
completing a step. One obsern:r remarked: "0.10re than just offering the "right" answers to a 
specific crisis, [Sant'Egidiol offered a framework within which all crises could be assessed and 
addressed."1ss \'\11e1'e mediators often attempt to coerce swift concessions \\-ith one-size-fits-all 
agreements, Sant'Egidio considered each challenge a pm;sibility from \,·hicb to build permanent 
peace and remamed patient during the t\vo ,"cars of negotiation.! 
Neyc'nhelcss, throughout the l\Iozambican negotiations, a number of parties exerted intluence 
o\"t'r the proceedings and could fluke thing, difficult or easy for the mcdiators. ~\lthough thc 
\\'cst did not express an interest in mediating, \,\'cstern powers, along \\-ith the U.N., did offer 
critical leadership during the implementation Pope John Paul If was a key player 
throughout the negotiations in his granting or not granting of meetings \;;ith Frelimo's President 
Chissano and Renamo's ~\f()l1s() Dhlakama, The Tralian gm-ernment, host to the negotiations, 
was another important tactor as were the ,;ariow; religious organizations with connections to 
0.IozambKlue or to Rome. hnally, l\[ozambizlllc's neighbours, each with their ()\vn ideas of how 
the contlict ~hould be resoh-ed pro\'Cd to bc powerful interests. 
Sant'Egidio's reaction to the myriad of parties affecting I\Iozambique atre~ts to the Communit,,';; 
appreciation of ~TJle~"f;r. ~\ndrea Bartoli defines smcrg\ as a "complex dmamic of gathering and 
together indi"idual and in sOl11e cases disparate actors, actions, moti\'arioTls, and interests 
!,l Claudio :-'Iario Berti; ,cc j\iU/io Nalirlllal bh"l)/llilur. tramcripr. 
Douglas Johnston and Cynthia Sampson [Center for Strategtc and International Studics], R£IZ~ioli. thl! 
DiJJlfWiOIl 0/ (Oxford: Oxford Lnil'crsm' Press, 10<)-+), .120. 
1,(, In a recent rel'icw of the '\Iozamhican pe;\Ce proccss, commcntators p;\\' special artelltion to the 
patience of Sant'Egldio: 
\X'hereas mediators arc often chw;cll for their abiEties to apply on parties in order to 
adyance negotiations, the strength of the Rome team was its l'elT willingness to bear patienth-
with the quibbles, doubts, and ;;talling tactics of the yarious partie, while helping them focus on 
the ulrim,ate objective of forging an agreement. 
Jereml' _ \nnon, Ddan Hendrickson, and ,\Ic:--: \'I!le, [.\ccord: ~ \n International Reyie\v of Peace 











to contribute to a positi\'e process." He concludes that, "Sant'Egidio's realization of the 
possibility for synergy within the negotiation team was one of its most profound contributions to 
the peace process."lS~ Sant'Egidio's own literature on their method of mediation demonstrates 
an appreciation of synergy, particularly in the post-Cold \\'ar world: 
The work of peace in a multi-polar world and disorderly \H)rld, different than the one 
many \,'ere accustomed to during the Cold \\'ar, makes necessary the collaboration of all 
a\'ailable energies. In this sense Sant'Lgidio, rather than a parallel diplomacy, would 
prefer to speak of a synergy of efforts among all Jeycls: institutional and non-
ilBtitutionaL official and from ci"il society.'" 
.\ccording to Sant'Egldio, "The synergic approach to the peace process is essential in order to 
answer one of the great cJuestions which arc posed in eyery negotiation: the issue of 
guarantee;."IS') By inyiting different gm-crnmenrs and the Cnited Nations to send obSetTcrs 
during the final phases of negotiariom, Sant'Fgidio applied this synergic approach to make the 
guarantees that it could not make on its own. Thus in addition to "sincerin' in negotiation," the 
Comrllunit\" \\'a5 ensuring its "faithful fulfilment of [he obligations assumed." 
Sant'Egidio managed synergy simply by prm'iding the space for it. Not onlY did the organization 
offer physical and organizational space to the negotiating teams, obselTers and mternational 
agencies, they employed a support team of H>lullteers \vho carried out the necessary duties of the 
negotiation "from logistics to translation, accommodation to communication." Hume recalls 
Sanr'Egidio members scuttling between hotel room, at all hours of the night as they attempted to 
reach consensus between a "nocturnal" group of Renamo and Frelimo representatives,I(," 
,\ccording to Bartoli: 
The mediation teanl shared not a \'i,ion and comnl1tnlerH to peace, but also a 
realistic e\~aluation of its O\Vl1 ~trength. Because it \\~as not a strong international power, 
the team's strength relied on its abilit\ to create synergics and on the cumulative effect of 
its success. lid 
Tlms, Sant'Egidio motivated synergies through direct per,;onal relationships bet\yeen 
represenrati\Ts of different interests and organizations. .\s \\~as the ethos of their Community, 
Sant'Egidio placed high premiums on friendship and interpersonal relations and (,,'en assigned 
one \'olunteer to "care" for each negotiator during the discussions. \\11('1'e mediators often 
embrace a top-dmvn approach and shun outside invoh'ement, Sant'Egidio prO'nded space where 
the parties could meet each other and cooperate. 
h- Ihrtoli, "2\Iozambicans Negotiating through Third Parties," 2n. 
1 oX ~allt'l "The' :\Icthod' of Sant'( ·:gldio." 
IS) Ibid. 
1(,1< I fume, Internc\\'. 











Finally, Sant'Egidio \vas acutely aware of its need to maintain trust throughout the negotiating 
process, One member recalls that because the Community was \vcll known for its humanitarian 
projects and since it was evident that it harboured no hidden agendas, trust was not too difficult 
to \V1l1: 
\X'e had no, absolutely no, knmv-how at all. I think most of the mediation in that case 
was trying to exercise a lot of good sense \\-hich is alway~ a \Tn' important characteristic 
of a mediator and a great deal of care for the people you ha\-e in front of you. \X'ithot!t 
prejudice for example, \'(/ithout hidden agendas, People understand and these people 
have understood that we had nothing to gain from that peace process and that they 
could trust us so \VC built trust, firs t of all in us ami then slow1\- betwcen the two of 
them,le 
The Cornmunity sustained this trust bv remalt1l!1g attcntin: to needs of both sides for the 
duration of the process, bringing together key parties at strategic moments to create synergy and 
by remaining patient during the intense motnetlts at the negotiating table as \\Tll as the fmstrating 
moments \\;ent the talks would break down, 
HEver.y aspect of the problem must be examined, so that eventua/{y there ma.y emerge some 
point of agreement from which to initiate treaties which are sincere, lasting, and beneficial in 
their iffects." 
Sant'Egidio \\'as and is first an organization committed to the poor, k\ccording to 
Sant'Egidio member I-.Iario Giro: 
The Community's approach to peace-making is based on this fundamental social 
commitment to the poor and the disposed, The com-iction that no one is more needy of 
peace than the poor matured in the Communin' in the \'ery early stages of its work in aid 
of needy populations of the world,J(,; 
Sant'Egtdio had long expressed its solidarity with Tllml \,'odd states in proJects throughout Latin 
,\merica and k \fricaY'" Thus the mediators were acuteh' aware of the impact war has on ci\'il 
socieh-: it was their rationale for offering to mediate in the first pinel', Sant'Egidio's history of 
humanitarian aid to :\Iozambiclue is also the rea"O!1 \dll- Prelimo and Renamo welcomed the 
organization as mediator, Therefore, throughout the rroce~", the Community did not allow the 
opp()~ing ~ides to agree on a resolution that did not examine ~'C\ery aspect of the problem" and 
adcCJuatel\' address the needs of MozambicJuc's poor. ,\n international NGO practicing non-
official diplomacy and free of limitations imposed by g(Wernmellt interests or e\"(:n the Vatican, 
Sant'l :gidio created the important though often missed -, link between ci,-il society and the 
power brokers, \\11ere the international commullm- desired an end to the contlict with or 
II,; ClaudiO .\/ario Berti; see Ku/io ;Yaliollal Elh'ollll!cr, _\ustralLl: transcripr. 
11,\ (;iro, 










without attention to c1,:il ::locierv, Sant'Egidio brokered a peace aimed more tmvards relieving the 
suffering i\[o7.ambicans than securing Renamo credibilirr or frelimo's ability to govern. 
Simph' put, Sant'Egidio's style of mediation drew from a deep well: it de~ired conflict 
transformation and lasting peace based upon notions of justice, human rights, reconciliation and 
trmC Borne out of the optimism of the Second Vatican CounciL Sant'Egidio found support and 
fuel from a tradition of Catholic social teaching and thcolog\~. Pope John XXIII's monumental 
ennclicaL />,"'('111 ill Tmir, \vhlch included the words: "look for what unites rather than what 
diyides" began a commitment 111 the Catholic Church to ttghting for human rights across the 
globe. Therefore, \vhile other mediators might build from \TarS of diplomatic experience, 
s\wlling bank accounts and strong militaries, SantTgidio offered a S1!1cere mission rooted in an 
established tradition of Catholic social teaching and supported b\" a remarkable network of 
contacts and a community of friendship and pra}Tr, 
The HOST as Catholic militantfor peace 
.\ppleby credits Sant'Egidio's militancy for peacebuilding for the successes of the ?\fozambican 
negotiations. f Ie contends that the Community's relipious ethos earned it the trust of the 
• c' 
combatants and the morivation to understand \'arious potnts of yie\\", In addition, Sant'Egidio's 
ability to work in concert with a variety of g()\'Crnmental, intergoyernmcntal, nongm'Crnmental, 
cultural and religious agencies and indiYlduals was essential to the man:lgement of lI.Iozambique's 
multi-parry contlict. i\ccording to ,\ppleby, "The Community saw its O\vn mediating and 
facilitating role in the peace process as limited and quite specific, but it also pla\Td an important 
bridging or coordinating role at crucial moments in the progress."I(,i Bartoli \\"ould add that it was 
not the Community's abilit\, to work with many partIes, but it;.; commitment to creating synergy 
that represents its greatest contribution. hnall~', .\ppleby suggests that, "the cumulative impact 
of Sant'Lgidio's neutrality, its connections, and its disinterested participating in the peace process 
enabled the Communit\' to senT effecti\Th- as host, facilitator, and mediator of the 
negotiations."I(,(, Thus as Appleby and Bartoli conclude, Sant'Egidio's religious ethos, its 
emphasIS on s::nerg'~ and its "disinterested participating in the peace process" made the 
Communit\, a religious militant for peace and pa\'Cl\ the way for contlict transformation in 
0.Io7.ambicILlc, 
.\ssessing Sant'Egidio's efforts in the context of Pdt'(!!l ill Tmi.l', this chapter ren:als yet another 
attribute of the Community that make it a religious militant for peace and a successful mediator 












in Rome. Sant'Egidio's Catholic charactenstic~, as enumerated in this chapter, placed the 
Community in good position to wage peace in i'l.fozambique. Not on'" did the directiYes of Pacem 
1II Tmi/ provide a mission and authority to Sant'Egidio's efforts at transforming contlict, but the 
Catholic hierarchv and the Vatican's long reach were Important tools. The international intluence 
of the pope, the Church's abundance of resources for humanitarian aid, the setting of Rome as 
the centre of the Church and location of great ecumenical dialogue and the ability of the Church 
to draw international attention to human rights abuses all prm-ided practical backup for the 
C-:atholic NGO's efforts. Though mediators can often rely on the strength of their armies and 
national resources, Sant'Egidio belonged to a \vorld Church, which had the social teaching, 











The sacred liturgy Ireechoesl the same message: "Our Lord Jesus Christ, after 
his resurrection stood in the midst of f lis disciples and said: Peace be upon rOll, 
alleluia. The disciples rejoiced \vhen they sa\\' the Lord." It is Christ, therefore, 
\vl1o brought peace; Christ \vho bC(ltlcathed it to us: "Peacc I lenT with you, my 
peace I into you: not as the world gin.'th, do I glye unto you." 11701. 











COllc/uJ i on 
IN SACRED SPACE 
The spirit of ParmI in TemJ' could not be better fulfilled than through the work of Catholic 
militantJ for peace of the likes of Fathers Pearson and van Rcnsburg; l'viike Auret, Shari Eppel and 
the Catholic Commission for Peace in Zimbabwe; and .\ndrea Bartoli and Fr. Matteo Zuppi of 
the Com/illlI/ita di Sant'Egidio. As the previous case studies have demonstrated, this Papal 
Encyclical remains current forty-years after John XXIII signed his name to it. The document 
o ffers Catholics residing in spaces o f conflict, as well as those looking from the outside, a clear 
set o f directives regarding human righ ts and dignity, the power of truth and the need for 
conversion through a human adjustment of relationships. The blueprint could not be any clearer. 
However, for parties residing in the conflict zones, the spiritual notions of Pacem in Ten7s might 
seem too abstract, too idealistic and too focused on " things unseen" like truth, justice, charity 
and freedom to be helpful. The previous case studies all reveal examples of the difficulty with 
which the Pacem in Terris directives are applied. Nevertheless, the preceding chapters offer rich 
examples of Catholics making a concerted effort to fulfil the role they know is theirs to fulfil and 
with which they are comfortable. This is Catholicism at it::; best. As pay/or, Father Peter-John 
Pearson and Father Basil van Rensburg minister to their parishioners amidst extraordinary levels 
of township violence; however, by fulfilling their job description with passion, they manage to 
invite others into spaces for peace .• \ s advocate, the Ca tholic f:ommission for Justice and Peace in 
Zimbabwe takes advantage of the authority and organisation of the Bishop's Conference to give 
voice to those who have no voice by speaking the truth about atrocities being committed in 
Matabeleland. However, when the Bishops withdraw their support from Breaking the Silence, the 
spaces for peace quickly close. l\nd fmall y, as boy/, Sant'Egidio brokers peace between 
RENAMO and FRELlMO in Mozambique by seeking first to change relationships around the 
negotiating table and then worry about reconciling issues. Following this with a commitment to 
dra\.ving many parties into the process and creating synergies where possible, SantT,gidio creates 











To answer the guestion posed at the beginning, a Catholic militant lorpeace is a pastor, an advocate 
and a host. These case studies demonstrate that the Catholic Church provides the necessary 
tools in its social teaching, its rituals and its infrastructure for individuals or organisations from 
the grassroots to the hierarchy to the international NGO to wage peace in space of conflict. The 
project ftrst reguires the individual or organisation to understand the role it can play, its strengths 
and its weaknesses, and to militantly work towards fulfilling that role. 
Finally, while the possible roles Catholic militants Jorpeace choose and the skills they demonstrate 
are very much of the world, the visiol/ which guides them is not. Pamn in Terns suggests that a 
Catholic mziilant lor pea(e may operate from worldly locations, but in their efforts for peace, they 
t.ransform their worldly location into a spir:itual reality: 
... we must think of human society as being primarily a spiritual reality. By its means 
enlightened men and women can share their knowledge of the truth, can claim their 
rights anJ fulfil their duties, receive encouragement in their aspirations for the goods of 
the spirit, share their employment of all the wholesome pleasures of the world, and strive 
continually to pass on to others all that is best in themselves and to make their own the 
spiritual riches of others. It is these spiritual values which exert a guiding influence on 
culture, economics, social institutions, political movements and forms, laws, and all other 
components which go to make up the external community of men and its continual 
development. 1GB 
In waging peace in spaces of conflict as pm/or, advotate and host, these Catholic actors practice the 
spiritual values which have the ability not only to resolve or transform conllict, but to open new 
sacred spaces where peace is possible. There are glimpses of these sacred spaces in all three case 
studies but the length of time they stay open varies between the three. Thus Catholic militants lor 
peace are those individuals or organisations who possess the passion and the worldly skills, 
drawing from the Church's social teaching, rituals and infrastructure, to wage peace in sacred 
spaces. The most effective Catholic militant lor peace will be the individual or group that, perhaps 
best represented by Sant'Egidio, is able to draw on the spiritual values of others, both friend and 
foe, to sustain these sacred spaces and keep them open. 
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